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ABSTRACT 

Library orientation is an important part of the user education 

program of the Pilkington libraries' Information Service. To 

maximise new students utilisation of resources through the 

academic year it is important that this is done very early in the 

first term. However, there is little time for a structured approach 

to orientation at this time with staff extremely busy handling the 

flood of enquiries from new students, many of these being simple 

directional enquiries. 

Expert systems have been applied to similar situations to this in 

the field of Information work, with one of the main aims being to 

save the time of staff with the handling of such routine enquiries. 

The breaking down of the reference process into logical steps by 

the work of Katz, Grogan and others indicates how the reference 

expert's knowledge may be represented by an expert system. 

Using the . expert system shell 'Leonardo' and concentrating on 

the resources of the Department of English and Drama the present 

system represents the knowledge of reference experts at the 

Pilkington Library acquired by interview, and data from the 

analysis of enquiry record sheets and user education documents. A 

working prototype system has been achieved, a single knowledge 

base which can be used as a model for any further developments, 

which gives locational information and recommends specific 

resources including individual journal titles. This system is 

meant as an alternative tool to aid library orientation, 

particularly at that crucial start of term. 
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CHAPTER 1 

REFERENCE SERVICES, THE REFERENCE PROCESS, LIBRARY 

ORIENTATION AND EXPERT SYSTEMS; AN ALTERNATIVE 

APPROACH. 

1. 1 INTRODUCTION. 

This chapter will define and discuss reference services and ideas 

on the reference process and library orientation before focussing 

on how these apply to the Pilkington Library, Loughborough 

University, and how an expert system may help as an alternative 

approach to library orientation and representation of the 

reference process. 

1.2 REFERENCE AND INFORMATION SERVICES. 

Katz (1) defmes the purpose of the reference service as the service 

to help the user in his quest for knowledge, or more 

particularly that knowledge which is requested for its 

usefulness, its instrumental powers. The help may be 

limited (ready reference or directional questions) or 

expansive (search or research queries.) 

In locating the answers to directional or expansive queries the 

library reference service must have the relevant resources, a 

comprehensible lay out and personnel with the relevant training 

and experience. (2) (3). The role of the reference librarian is 

central to such a service, and to the process of that service. 
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1.3 THE REFERENCE PROCESS. 

At the core of the reference process is the idea of the librarian as 

mediator between the use and the store of Information, active, not 

passive, In the information process. (4) The librarian Is here 

described as active in that the role of the librarian in the reference 

process Is much more than custodial. Rather than just answering 

questions, the librarian often has to analyse the subject or/and 

form a search strategy, (5) to tackle problems such as enquiries 

without precise answers, eg. 'I am looking for something on 

American literature.' Here the librarian must determine what the 

inquirer means by 'something.' The 'unforthcoming Inquirer' (6) 

who feels loath to try and make his/her enquiry specific In fear of 

revealing ignorance can also be a problem. In tackling such 

problems the librarian must often try to determine the Inquirer's 

motives and/or establish the context of the query before 

employing a search strategy. The term used to describe this process 

is often called the reference interview. This is where the librarian 

asks the user for further information about the query, eg. 

'What type of American literature are you Interested 

In? Poetry, fiction or some other form?' 

'What kind of information do you require, 

bibliographical summary, criticism or some other?' 

These rough examples show how the librarian may try to specify 

further subject and type of source. 

Once this is ascertained the librarian employs the search 

strategy. This is 'planning the shortest path to the required 

material.' (7) Simple enquiries often do not require such an 
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approach, but with 'difficult' enquiries where a lot of material has 

to be consulted a planned approach is essential, to save the time of 

the reader and the librarian. One method of planning a search is to 

represent it in a diagram, probably a flow chart. Katz recognises 

the value of this logical approach to the reference problem. 

The flow diagram or chart is hardly original to the 

library process, and is used in almost any analysis of 

systems, and of course, by most computer 

programmers. (8) 

In representing the reference process in an expert system shell, 

flow charts are essential. See Chapter 4, Figures 4.2 - 4. 7 for their 

use in the system of this thesis. 

1.4 LIBRARY ORIENTATION. 

Orientation Is the facet of user education that all 

academic libraries are involved in ... it is the one that 

causes most problems and dissatlsfaction ... however. 

librarians persevere because they rightly believe that 

this is a crucial time for their relationship with new 

users.(9) 

Library orientation can be categorised In different levels. (10) ie. 

i) introduction to the library building and resources, 

il) more specific instruction on library resources, 

ili) bibliographic instruction dealing with the effective search for 

information, 

and can be represented by many different methods, including 

lectures, seminars and demonstrations for both the group and the 

individual, printed materials such as pamphlets or user education 
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documents, and electronic methods such as hypercard and expert 

systems. Some or all of these different approaches may be 

implemented by libraries. 

Library orientation is inseparable from the reference process. 

Where as simple directional queries may be covered by the group 

library tour or simple directions, queries leading to more specific 

and bibliographic instruction may need to be refined by a 

reference Interview so that the librarian may formulate a search 

strategy which will give the instruction most relevant to the users 

needs. 

1.5 THE PILKINGTON LIDRARY REFERENCE AND INFORMATION 

SERVICE 

of; 

The library leaflet 'Information Services' (11) states that the aim 

members of the information section [is to) assist users 

to make the best use of the various Information 

sources to be found in the Pilkington library, as well as 

helping with more general difficulties associated with 

using a large and modern university library. 

The members of the information section are professional 

librarians and information scientists, and can be consulted at 

'Information Desks' on all levels of the library . Chapter 3 

describes in detail the types of enquiries handled by the reference 

staff. They include general and directional enquiries (eg. toilets, 

photocopiers, borrowing), quick reference questions (eg. addresses 
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and telephone numbers, availability of a book), and guidance In 

the use of OPAC (Online Public Access Catalogue) terminals, CD 

ROM and network databases. The enquiry record sheets kept at the 

Information desks (see Ch.3 and App.l) would class these as 'Under 

5 minutes.' OPAC and directional enquiries have their own 

columns on these sheets. The enquiries described and numbered 

under the column 'Over 5 minutes' would include substantial 

reference enquiries such as in - depth literature searches. Such 

enquiries may begin with the identification and location of 

relevant sources and lead to instruction in their use. For example, 

one record sheet shows how searches for specific articles In 

journals can lead to instruction in the use of Indexes and 

Abstracts, including electronic sources. 

Information Technology plays an important role in this 

Information service, with online databases available for teaching 

staff use and for students with the librarian as intermediary 

searcher. Many of the 'hard copy' secondary sources are now 

available on CD ROM or on a network online service eg. BIDS (the 

Bath Information and Data Service) which holds the Arts and 

Humanities Citation Index, the Science Citation Index, and the 

Index of Scientific and Technical Proceedings. 
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1..6 PILKINGTON LIBRARY ORIENTATION AND USER 

EDUCATION 

Library orientation is an important facet of user education or 

library instruction. This instruction is concerned with making 

sure the user makes the best possible use of library and 

information sources and therefore benefit fully from them. The 

Pilkington Libraries' user education programme is extensive. It 

includes arrangements with academic departments with lectures 

in the use, range and location of resources for a specific subject, 

and there are also courses in literature searching and information 

retrieval techniques for undergraduates and postgraduates . as well 

as staff training courses, run by the information service. 

However, this still leaves the immediate problem of new students 

experiencing the general difficulties associated with using a large 

and modern university library for the first time. Introductory 

group tours of the library are given for new students and other 

members of the university at the beginning of the academic year. 

These are intended as only a general orientation exercise, a pre -

eruptive and pro - active measure in coping with the problem of 

students trying to use a sizeable organisation with which they are 

unfamiliar. 

Enquiry points and information desks are also a way of coping 

with this problem. Information desk record sheets for October 

1991 show 24 locational enquiries on level 3 on the 8th of October, 

the first day after freshers' week when the academic year gets into 

its stride. Enquiry points give individual follow up to questions 

that may arise from library tours. 
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,-------------------------

There are still, however, significant problems that point to 

Inadequacies in the present system. What follows is a transcript 

from an Interview with one of the 'experts' of the system, Eric 

Davies, an Information Officer at the Pilkington Library. (12) 

"The problem for many users Is the translation from 

smaller school library, college library or even public 

library to a large, modern university library such as 

this. It can be overwhelming and quite intimidating." 

The 'Intimidation' factor is significant. Some students who may 

not have got much out of a group tour of the library may be shy of 

approaching an enquiry desk for assistance, for fear of looking 

stupid, for example, with the kind of Inhibitions that stem from 

approaching an official in a large organisation one is not used to. 

Another factor is that library tours come at the hectic start of 

term, when Information staff are very busy dealing with 

enquiries, many of which are general and directional, leaving 

little time to concentrate on a solid foundation programme In user 

education I orientation. It is a hectic time for new students as well. 

With so much to take in in the first few weeks of term, including 

general campus orientation and adapting to a whole new way of 

life, concentration and enthusiasm for the details of a library tour 

may not be at their best. 

Library tours, though, are just one angle in many different 

approaches to library orientation. OPAC, signing and pamphlets 

are all means to the same end in this case and it is here that an 

expert system can provide another approach in tackling this 

problem. According to Mr Davies a useful analogy is that of a 
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company using different mediums of advertising, such as 

billboards, television etc. in order to get its message across. 

An expert system, then, would be useful here in providing 

another means to educate the user in orientation, maybe catching 

that sector of the user population who are unaware of, for example, 

OPAC help screens but are afraid to approach information staff 

with what they see as a trivial enquiry. 

Examples of this being done successfully will be given in the next 

chapter, which will provide an overview of expert systems already 

attempted in the reference field of information work. 

1.7 AIMS AND OBJECTIVES 

The aims and objectives of this thesis are: 

1) to produce a working prototype expert system with a clear 

description of how it has been built to be used as an alternative tool 

to aid library orientation for students new to the Pilkington 

library. This should cover at least one Department in the 

University and hold the potential for future development and 

expansion. 

2) to give an overview of what has been achieved so far in the field 

of expert systems in reference work (Chapter 2), 

3) to investigate the reference process of reference librarians in the 

Pilkington library through interviews and the analysis of library 

records and user education documents and to formulate an 

alternative representation of that process using 'Leonardo.' 
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4) to describe the attempts to represent the knowledge and data 

discovered in the logic and command language of the software 

shell 'Leonardo.' The basic features of 'Leonardo' will first be 

introduced, then system development will be described, 

highlighting the significant commands and features of 'Leonardo.' 

(Chapter 4) 

5) to conclude the project stating what has been achieved, 

assessing the suitability of 'Leonardo' for this project and 

poss!billtles for future development and research. 
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CHAPI'ER2 

AN OVERVIEW OF EXPERT SYSTEMS 

2.1 INTRODUCTION 

WHAT IS AN EXPERT SYSTEM? 

An expert system is an Artificial Intelligence system which 

stores acquired human knowledge and data in a codified form and 

Is able to represent it with logical adequacy. including 'heuristic' 

(that is 'rule of thumb' or 'short cut') knowledge. In this way expert 

systems are able to imitate human reasoning to arrive at a 

conclusion, with the help of a user interface which Is ideally very 

friendly. Paths to a conclusion are usually via menu options in a 

'windowed' environment. 

Many expert systems have facilities which help to 'explain' the 

reasoning or decision reached. Some expert system tools provide 

such facilities for the user to build on, greatly assisting the 

building of the expert system. The most common of these is the 

expert system 'shell.' To understand the function of the shell it is 

necessary to briefly detail the structure of a typical expert system. 

(see fig.2.1) 

The User Interface [2) enables the user to communicate with the 

expert system. As well as the keyboard and monitor of a terminal 

this term also refers to menu and natural language facilities. 

The Inference Engine [3) is the 'problem solver' of the system. It 

can use algorithms or decision making strategies based on the facts 

and heuristics held in the knowledge base. 
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The Knowledge Base holds the knowledge associated with the 

relevant domain. It contains 'facts' or 'objects.' (physical or 

conceptual entities) and also any relationships between them. 

Problem solving rules, including 'heuristics.' are also held here. 

An expert system shell can be defined loosely as an expert system 

without a knowledge base. The facilities described above are made 

available in a package as a foundation for the user to build on, thus 

providing a software environment with editing and debugging 

capabilities and a user friendly interface with detailed help 

messages. 'Leonardo.' the shell system used in this project. has all 

the facilities described above (see Chapter 4). 

Expert systems have evolved from work in the 1960's, 

(1) when the technology began to take a disciplined form. The next 

significant period was one that saw much excitement and 

expectation, in the early 1980s, when Japan promised the 'Fith 

Generation Computer,' intended to imitate human intelligence 

and reasoning. This initial excitement gave way to some 

disillusionment with erratic developments. Now there is a more 

realistic understanding of the technology involved, with steady 

growth reflected by the many applications of expert system 

technology to different facets of industry, commerce and the 

services. Library and Information work remains a ripe area for 

research in this field, with some illuminating projects already 

completed and underway in cataloguing, Information Retrieval 

and Reference. 
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This Chapter will describe work done to date on expert systems 

in the field of reference work. The projects described show the 

broad range of applications possible for expert systems in the 

reference service, showing the wider context in which the project of 

this thesis, with its emphasis on locational enquiries,can be 

placed. 

In discussing the projects below, common features come to light 

which are useful to the understanding of this topic. For example, 

there are common ways in which the structures of the systems are 

defined so as to limit the domain, such as by client group or/and 

subject. Common problems these systems address are also 

important. such as insufficient staff time at the reference desk 

combined with an increase in work load, which is a problem the 

project of this thesis addresses in a situation where there is an 

increase in students and a decrease in resources. Most of the 

projects described below recognise this problem and consequently 

a common feature or idea is the handling of routine enquiries 

leaving staff with longer hours for tasks which are more 

stimulating and productive. 

2.2 PREVIOUS WORK IN EXPERT SYSTEMS/REFERENCE AREA. 

The handling of routine enquiries was taken up by some of the 

earliest prototypes. including REFLES (1980) and REFLINK 

(1981). 

REFLES, the Reference Librarian Enhancement System, was a 

prototype developed at the University of California by K.T Bivins 
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and R.C Palmer. (2) The concept tested at one of the UCLA libraries 

was that of a small database containing information on such 

things as library scheduling hours, circulation policies, names and 

addresses, photocopying information and various types of 

bibliographical information. In other words, information 

frequently given to routine enquiries. Information that was 

previously inaccessible, unavailable in printed format and in 

frequent need of updating was made available in a format that 

allowed easy storage of new records, uncomplicated alteration of 

old records, the addition of new descrlptors and the creation of 

additional pointers. These features show an important advantage 

of the expert system in the reference service, that Is the pooling of 

expertise giving greater manipulative accessibility to Information 

which may have been previously more scattered and nebulous in 

nature. Access to data records In this system was governed by a 

simple thesaurus with limited cross reference ability. The system 

ran in its test environment for months, allowing an evaluation of 

its performance, effectiveness and potential. The results boded 

well for future projects. The system was considered fast, user 

friendly and generally reliable. The small database was thought to 

be a drawback but it was recognised that the microcomputer had 

possibilities and promise as an expert system tool for library 

related applications. 

The credibility of the small, inexpensive microcomputer In the 

information situation was developed further by the continuation 

of the REFLES project, REFLINK. (3) The context of small was 

important here. The microcomputer was examined as the 'missing 

link' between the larger system and the needs of the user. The 

flexibility of the micro was again recognised against the volatile 
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needs of users, with the need for fast access and manipulation of 

records. The project focussed on the needs of users and staff at 

Linkoping University. An ABC-80 micro was used, and because 

flexibility/adaptability was to be one of the main aims of the 

system, a flexible language was used, ABC-80 BASIC, which was 

noted as good for string handling. 

Tree structure possibilities were created for the system, with a 

hierarchy of search terms connected as desired to other 

hierarchies. The user, then, would be able to progress down, up or 

across the hierarchy in his/her search strategy, through a 

selection of menu choices leading to the desired textual 

information. The flexibility of the system allowed swift keying in 

of new search terms and textual information, additional links and 

pointers. This meant that the system was easy to use and update. 

The potential of an Instructional Capability was recognised for 

this system, by recording specific searches, for example on special 

categories such as patents and official publications, then 

retrieving them for later study. This concept of Computer Assisted 

Instruction on search strategies through the expert system follows 

on from the work of Meredith and his REFSEARCH project. 

Meredith wrote of: 

(4) ... the growing conviction that the time had come to try a 

different approach to the teaching of reference librarianship, one 

that would give students a better insight into the true nature of 

general reference data, while making fewer demands on brute 

memory. 
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This concept is taken up by other projects described later in this 

chapter, perhaps most fully by James Parrotts' Intelligent 

Computer Assisted Instruction Scheme for his REFSIM project. 

The microcomputer was used again to support site specific 

reference objectives, including the handling of routine enquiries, 

with the Reference and Information Station for public use, 

developed at Purdue University in 1983. (5) The system was 

developed with the following needs of librarians in mind: There 

was an interest In acquiring more information about the 

interaction of users with information sources and services, and 

there was a heavy demand at the reference desk for routinely 

requested information. 

Knowledge acquisition was through analysis of the type and 

nature of questions presented at the reference desk. Information 

was acquired on the question content and method of interaction 

with available reference resources most often encountered by 

reference desk staff. From this Information 9 main categories of 

reference enquiry were formed; directions, catalogues, colleges, 

companies, copiers, films, indexes, newspapers, periodicals, 

reference and reserves. Then a further 9 main subcategories were 

added for each of these. A programme incorporated these so that 

the user, through a series of menu prompts and queries, could select 

the appropriate subcategory through the main topic, where he/she 

would find relevant textual information. A reference and index 

section gives details of publications that might assist the reader 

with more specific subject enquiries. 

This system was stressed as an alternative resource for useful 

information, including library policies, services or simple 

directions. A major advantage of this and other systems described 
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in this chapter is that they provide a reference service any time the 

library is open. A major reference problem is that at busy times in 

the library the reference desk will be closed because of a shortage in 

staff/ resources. 

Some interesting methods of evaluation were incorporated into 

this system, such as a way for users to incorporate feedback via a 

'suggestion box.' New interests, information requested and the 

needs of users shy of approaching reference staff can be represented 

by this feature, as well as providing information for programme 

modification. A hidden statistical subroutine plotted the course of 

the users transaction with the system. This could be used for 

reports and insights for collection development. 

This system, as with others later discussed in this chapter, can be 

reprogrammed for other site specific objectives with no knowledge 

of programming. As with the previous system, Its creators stressed 

the flexibility of design and revision, and the potential of the 

microcomputer as a provider of easy and inexpensive support to 

the reference service. 

The next system to be described also uses statistics and user 

feedback for evaluation purposes. It is Fadell and Myers' 

Information Machine. (6) Like its predecessors it Is also a menu 

driven ready reference machine that runs on a microcomputer, In 

this case an IBM PC. It became publicly available at the University 

of Houston January 1987. The motivation for this system was that 

reference staff knew they were not serving all users, and that the 

library was open more hours than the reference desk. The creation 

of this system brought to the fore one of the dominant ethical 

issues on computers in the work place, especially those designed to 

emulate a human. There were anxieties in this case that this 
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project was part of a plan to reduce staff and close the reference 

desk. It was stressed, therefore, that this system was designed to 

appeal to a different group of users than those who approached the 

reference desk, that it was just one more way of reaching people, 

especially those put off by lengthy printed guides, (it was also 

stressed that it would not replace those guides either, as the screen 

printer could never match their style), or those unwilling to reveal 

Ignorance to the staff. The description settled on by the creators of 

the Information Machine. 'a limited alternative resources,' would 

fit many of the other projects described here. 

The design of menus was very Important with this system. 

Wordperfect word processing software was used and BASIC to 

manipulate screen images. The major problem of the user 

Interface was the need for a structure that would accommodate as 

many queries as possible, and that the user should be able to tell 

that his Information was in the system by the second screen. 

Messages on the closing screens encouraged those not helped to go 

to the reference desk, which stressed the support role of the system. 

1t was, after all, mainly concerned with only locational and service 

Information, handling the burden of more routine enquiries. Like 

Its predecessors it was claimed to be flexible and easy to adapt, and 

also used statistics generated daily to help evaluation. 

As well as alternative reference support tools handling routine 

enquiries, the next three systems show how expert systems utilise 

and Improve on catalogues as reference tools. The Online 

Reference System, (ORS), developed at Bowling Green State 

University In North Carolina In the early 1980's by Chlsman and 

Treat (7), was designed to overcome some of the inadequacies of the 

card catalogue and cataloguing record as reference tools. Its 
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development involved utilising an automated circulation system, 

Dataphase (ALIS I!). It featured full cataloguing records in its 

database and permitted local programming. The potential of this 

'turnkey' system approach would be to improve professional 

support in the reference service of branch libraries, and to improve 

the catalogue card as reference tool which it was felt did not give 

enough information to tell patrons what they had found. Again, 

the experts of this system used their own expertise and did their 

own knowledge engineering for this project which contrasts with 

the advice given in the literature that experts should not be their 

own knowledge engineers because of the dangers of incorporating 

bias . The exception is understandable, though, in the situations 

in which the projects so far have been developed, faced with a site 

specific task and a lack of resources. 

It was important to the developers of this project that their 

system should reflect the experience of the reference librarian, so 

the database was structured by librarians to reflect their expertise 

at the reference desk. The reference librarian was involved in the 

design of record structures and access methods. The intention was, 

then, to extend the expertise of the reference librarian to hours in 

the library when it was previously unavailable. Touching on the 

ethical issue addressed by Fadell and Myers' project this system 

was designed to make human expertise more available, not to 

replace It. 

The catalogue descriptions on the Dataphase system were 

enhanced to card catalogue level with additional information such 

as content and level of complexity that would help the user decide 

on the sources appropriateness. The alphabetical limit of the card 

catalogue was overcome by using the experience of the reference 
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librarian to decide on the most useful order of the presented 

information in this particular setting. The developers of this 

system see the possibility of their ideas being transferable to all 

new online catalogues and library systems being developed, 

helping problems of heavy demand and lack of resources, 

improving service quality and developing a closer and more 

efficient relationship between the expertise of the reference 

librarian and the information source (eg. catalogue.) 

A prototype reference system called DISTREF (8), developed 

(though never finished) in 1990 by Craig McDonald at Charles 

Sturt University, Rivernia, Australia, also utilises a catalogue 

system. Unlike the previous system, though, it does not enhance 

an online catalogue but utilises a CD Rom catalogue which covers a 

wide range of academic libraries in New S.Wales (CLANN) by a link 

which gives it direct access. Charles Sturt incorporates a large 

Distance Education University with students studying externally. 

The reference problems here that this system was developed to 

address, centre around the lack of clarity in a students enquiry 

that may be exacerbated by the distance situation. McDonald cites 

the example of a failed request for 'file design.' Because this lay in 

the field of computing with its unique and non universal jargon, 

normal subject classification failed, dealing as it does with the 

'aboutness' rather than the contents of books. 

The expertise DISTREF hoped to embody is that of the lecturer 

(knowledge of academic disciplines) and the librarian (skills and 

knowledge about handling enquiries). Through the projects' 

discipline mapping system which behaves like Hypertext the 

student can browse the concepts of a subject, seeing how they link 

together. This is based on the Index and contents pages of core 
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texts. Thus he/she can track down the sources for a specific 

reference. This system, then, gives the user information of the 

contents of a book in its discipline map as well as textual 

information which indicates 'aboutness.' It is hoped that this will 

result in the more efficient handling of enquiries relating to 

specific terms or ideas. With relationships between terms (eg. 

synonymous, BT/NT or parent/child relationships) also being 

shown by the mapping system, other potentials may make 

themselves known to the searcher. This is especially helpful to the 

student who may only have a vague perception of what it is he/she 

is searching for, and by viewing how the concepts of the subjects 

are linked, may come to a new understanding. Hence, like Parrotts' 

REFSIM, the project has potential for Intelligent Computer 

Assisted Instruction. 

McDonald recognises that the logic structure of his system may 

be used for different applications as an expert system shell. 

The Workstation for Information Seekers built by Micco and 

Smith (9) similarly tackles the problem of creating a system which 

describes both the aboutness and the contents of the book, and as 

with DISTREF the method of relating broad and narrow user terms 

to subject terms is through a mapping system. Small prototypes 

were developed using PROLOG but then experiments began with an 

expert system shell called KEE. The greater flexibility of a frame . 

based system was recognised. 

The unique feature of this system is the provision of online 

access to vocabulary control tools and reference works used by 

skilled reference librarians such as thesauri and catalogues of 

various collections. This would be through the use of a CD ROM 

jukebox with keyword access. An expert system function would be 
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to implement strategies to narrow the search space, duplicating the 

search strategies and patterns of skilled searchers, expert systems 

being able to handle the complex logic of distinguishing between 

concepts such as Venetian blinds and blind Venetians. Hypertext 

was used for the management of textual information, allowing 

quick and easy access to anchor terms (main headings). 

A prototype was developed to explore and delineate the 

methodology for a larger system at Chatham. A friendly user 

interface incorporating a mouse and windows made this accessible 

to the general public, and a user profile was developed to narrow 

the search space, using a screen questionnaire filled in by the user 

and supplied to the expert system. The prototype was developed 

using PROLOG. 

Then it was decided with Phase 2 to develop the larger, 3 tier 

system with CD ROM jukebox at the Australian Defence Force 

Academy library in Canberra, Australia. 6'000 MARC records 

enhanced by table of contents terms were referred to as ESP terms 

(Enhanced Subject Project). This increased document retrieval by 

400%. The graphic display of maps was designed to be dynamically 

updated every time a new book was added. With the CD ROM 

jukebox, the possibility was opened up of giving full text access to a 

given reference work. Micco and Smith recognised the immense 

advantages of 'aboutness' and contents maps to users and 

librarians, such as more of the reference collection being used. 

The systems described next can be described as Standalone 

expert systems. (10) Common features of these are the easy 

adaption and customisation for use in different particular 

libraries, expandibility, inexpensiveness and utilisation of expert 

system shells. Karen Smiths' POINTER was one of the first of these 
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to go into routine use. It was developed to 'relieve the reference 

librarian from commonly confronted problems such as overwork, 

limited staff, frustration and burnout.' (11) 

Karen Smith stated POINTERs' initial purpose as 'to get the user 

beyond the initial barrier of not knowing what to do next after 

successfully finding the Documents Department wether the 

librarian is around or not.' (12) 

The task was to conceptualise information, in this case in the 

field of government document references, so that the information 

needs of the user would be satisfied without the librarian. K. 

Smith did so by computerising the librarians' knowledge through 

BASIC, structuring her programme from types of questions that 

have been asked in the department and recorded during the 

previous year, at the State University of New York, Buffalo. BASIC 

was advantageous for this stand alone type of system because other 

libraries would need no esoteric programming skills or expensive 

software to adapt POINTER to their own situation. The content of 

POINTER could also be expanded and/or fed into an expert system 

shell. 

POINTER uses menus to get the users' information needs, and 

then advises on what reference books to use. Subject searching 

gives a conceptual framework for the organisation of menus. Users 

are led to specific documents through the display of the SuDoc 

classification number. Initial menu screens explain what these 

are. POINTER can present the user, then, with the title of the 

reference book, the call number and the location in the library. 

This information can be easily customised for different libraries. 

However, the user interface has been described as very poor. 
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Susan B. Ardis' expert system guided online patent searching 

project, The Patent Information Assistant, (13) was developed to 

give the extensive individualised instruction needed for the 

complex procedure of using patent reference tools. The staff found 

this hard to give in the situation of too few staff, too little time and 

too many enquiries. An expert system was seen as a salvation to 

this problem. 

In common with many of the other projects described in this 

chapter, time did not permit a knowledge engineer to interview 

domain experts. Here the domain experts were reference librarians 

who themselves analysed and organised their own heuristics into a 

logical structure, wrote the supporting text and finally tested the 

structure. No shell was used. Programmers were involved in the 

project team who converted the structure into the chosen computer 

language. 

Branching menu screens were used to interpret users' skill, 

knowledge level and the general nature of the individuals' patent 

search problem. Patent searching is through different paths, and 

the menu reflects these; searching by patent number, inventors 

name, assignee name, class/subclass and keyword are all allowed 

for. Once the type of search is established, instructions are given 

on the mechanics of patent searching and use of access tools. A 

telecommunications module links this system to relevant 

databases (eg. Dialog I CASSIS). Cost is controlled by limiting the 

number of searches and print outs. An expert system module calls 

up the relevant database. 

So this system is very much 'stand alone' as it is designed to give 

detailed guidance and instruction and lead the user to the relevant 

source In a situation where there may be no available human help. 
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Installed in June 1987 the individualised help, the system gives, 

has provoked very positive feedback from users. 

The staff of the National Agricultural Library (NAL) explored the 

concept of expert systems to assist reference librarians and subject 

specialists to help deal with the rapidly rising volume of national 

and international requests since 1985. In early 1986 the prototype 

Answerman was developed (14) by S. T Waters using the expert 

system shell '1st Class.' The ease of creation using this shell 

persuaded the library to use it to create more specialised projects in 

agriculture. The shell structure was seen as Ideal in this situation 

where again librarians served the roles of both domain experts and 

knowledge engineers, with no prior knowledge of AI but still the 

need to create a sophisticated system at low cost. '1st Class' met 

these criteria, allowing also a friendly user interface, data 

updating capability and run-time programme. Answerman 

directed users to a wide variety of agriculture related reference 

books and corresponding page numbers for easy access to answers, 

using a hierarchical series of menus. It is also linked to databases 

such as Agricola. 

The success of Answerman encouraged the further exploration of 

expert systems for reference support using '1st Class.' Aquaref 

followed as a pilot to determine the usefulness of expert advisory 

systems in specialised fields. In analysing the data for this project, 

to decide what types of information to include in the system and 

determining how it should be arranged, staff reviewed two years of 

user correspondence, fixing on the topics most frequently asked. 

Steps to locate answers were analysed. Types of aquaculture 

information were determined and organised into a tree like 

structure, then knowledge bases were created. An important 
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feature of this system is its chaining ability, where the system 

developer can freely build and 'chain' thousands of knowledge 

bases together. Other specialised information centres at NAL are 

creating systems based on the Aquaref prototype, such as food and 

nutrition and herbs. It is possible that on completion all 

agriculture related programmes can be successfully integrated into 

a full scale 'agricultural expert advisory system.' 

Methods of evaluating the projects described has been mostly 

informal feedback, gaining measures of general satisfaction from 

users. Chemref , however~ (15) developed by Sarangapani (1990) at 

Nova University in Florida was evaluated in a much more 

systematic way, stressing the importance of the evaluative process. 

Sarangapani noted the inadequacy of the catalogue as an 

information source and of the bibliographic lecture and library 

tour in identifying reference sources as problems his system must 

address. His project was the development and evaluation of a 

reference expert system in chemistry, to determine the feasibility 

of developing a large expert system. The shell 'VP Expert' was used 

on an IBM-XT. Knowledge was gathered from Sheehys' 'Guide to 

Reference Books,' lOth ed., 1986, in the chapter on chemistry. The 

expertise of reference librarians was used to supplement this. 

Windows improved user friendliness, whilst there are plans to 

utilise hypertext and access to CD ROM. 

Evaluation played an important part in determining the 

structure of the knowledge hierarchy. Sheehys' organisation was 

found by the Chemref evaluators to be inadequate, so an 

organisation based on the Universal Decimal Classification was 

used. Sarangapani notes the minimal attention given in the 

literature to evaluation. He stresses the importance of feedback in 
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making accurate and iterative refinements. Sarangapani used a 2 

stage evaluative process: The formative evaluation was concerned 

with refining the knowledge base, noting its consistency, 

completeness, soundness, precision and usability, whilst 

summative evaluation compared the performance of the system to 

experienced reference librarians, and carried out a user 

satisfaction survey. The results were very positive. Human experts 

scored far less than the expert system. The user survey revealed 

that students and reference librarians were more than satisfied 

with the system. Sarangapanis' work gives a very positive forecast 

for expert systems in all subject areas. 

A further group of expert systems show more advanced 

capabilities than those previously discussed. These are: The 

Technical Writing Assistant, created by Bulkovich et al. at Texas A 

& M University, 1989; PLEXUS, created by Vickery, Brooks and 

Vickery, 1987, a far more advanced system designed for the public 

library setting based on the domain of horticulture: and J. R 

Parrotts' REFSIM, 1987, which was designed to incorporate the 

roles of both user and librarian in its instruction programme. 

The common feature of all these systems is an advanced mode of 

user interaction. The Technical Writing Assistant, (16) the 

simplest, scans the users query for criteria terms using its natural 

language processing capability. For example, with the request 'I 

need indexes on electronics,' the database would be searched for the 

2 criteria 'indexes' and 'electronics.' 

PLEXUS takes natural language processing much further. (17) 

PLEXUS asks the user the question 'Please tell me a little about 

your problem.' This is how it starts the development of the users' 

problem. There is no constraint on the form or manner of what the 
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user can tell the system, which could be a single term, a list, phrase 

or grammatical sentence. The expert system mode which deals 

with this problem development function Is called GETSTAT. This 

triggers the second level function OPEN, which is responsible for 

handling the natural language Input, processing the input string 

into individual words, then leading the words through a stopl!st 

(about 1'400 stopwords), which passes words that only have 

semantic significance in the subject domain. These words are 

passes through a word stemming programme which strips the 

words to their stems and searches them in the PLEXUS dictionary. 

If any terms are synonymous they are here linked in semantic nets 

eg. Vernacular and Latin. How much PLEXUS has understood is 

determined by how many significant input terms have been found. 

Expert system module STRAT 1 Is called If this high, to acquire 

additional information from the user. It uses the PS MODEL to 

organise information in a meaningful way, filling frames and 

slots from semantic categories. STRAT 2 goes further by 

attempting to give unknown terms an identity through the systems 

Intellectual structure, a hierarchical tree based on the BSO 

classification schedule. 

The prototype of PLEXUS became Tome Searcher which 

attempted to cover different domain areas such as electrical 

engineering . This became commercially available but the 

company, Tome, went bankrupt. 

In his project REFSIM, (18) J.R Parrott has incorporated 

knowledge about language represented by Parser, which takes 

English sentences and makes sense out of them. The Parser first 

determines basic question type by scanning for words 

characteristic to the knowledge base, before invoking the 
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corresponding frame which handles the reference interview by 

asking the user questions to determine the value of the empty slots. 

The development of the frame shows the system understanding the 

question. 

For directional questions the system invokes trivial IF ... THEN 

rules, referring directly to the database. Ready reference 

transactions are handled by using a tactical utilisation of rules, 

using those tactics devised by Marcia Bates (19) (PATIERN, 

STRETCH, WEIGH, SORT, and SCAFFOLD). STRETCH, for 

example, extends the use of certain rules to functions they were not 

designed for. For substantive transactions special meta rules for 

strategy are assigned. These are designed to embody special 'deep' 

knowledge, and are important in Parrotts' concept of his system 

simulating the entire reference process. In the Intelligent 

Computer Assisted Instruction mode meta rules make overall 

strategy possible as well as specific tactics. 

2.3 FUTURE DIRECTIONS and CONCLUSIONS. 

Future directions in expert system technology are being 

influenced by more subjects being covered in expert system 

domains, with shell packages making the building of systems 

faster and more efficient, and by the possibilities of chaining 

shown by the Aquaref project (with knowledge bases of different 

information centres being linked together). 
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These projects show the very positive potential expert systems 

hold for reference work. Rather than just mechanising the 

reference desk, they provide job enrichment by allowing staff to 

handle the more difficult, complex and hence more rewarding 

enquiries left when the more routine (often the most frequent and 

time consuming) enquiries can be handled adequately, as has been 

shown in this chapter, by machines. This also helps to alleviate 

the very real problem of ' burnout.' Not only their usefulness but 

their efficiency has been established. Sarangapanis' very thorough 

evaluation showed the potential for expert systems to support the 

decision making process at a level comparable to or better than 

reference librarians. 
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CHAPTER 3 

METHODS OF RESEARCH AND DISCUSSION OF RESULTS 

3.1 INTRODUCTION 

This chapter will show how it became necessary to make 

sizeable reductions in the scope of the proposed system. if a 

working prototype was to be constructed with 'Leonardo' in the 

time available. Research began with the hope of constructing a 

system that would cover the location and use of the resources of all 

Departments and their subjects within the Pilkington Library, as 

well as borrowing and service information. It became clear, 

however, that a more sensible aim would be to create a skeletal 

system that would lay the foundation for further developments. 

Appendix 2 contains data that may be used by anyone wishing to 

develop the system at a later date. 

3.2 LITERATURE SURVEY 

Research began with a survey of the literature on 'knowledge 

engineering.' 

knowledge acquisition involves eliciting, analysing and 

interpreting the knowledge which a human expert uses when 
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solving a particular problem, and then transforming this 

knowledge into a suitable machine representation.(!) 

It is a difficult and complex process, often described as the 'bottle 

neck' (2) of expert system development. 

This survey was for general guidance on the knowledge acquisition 

process. The following methods are discussed by I.M Neale and 

A.Morris. (3) 

Protocol analysis involves a tape recording of the experts' spoken 

aloud thoughts as he tackles a task. This is then analysed for 

nuggets of information or meaning which may be codified into the 

system. Though this gives the advantage of unrestrained thought 

which may be blocked by an interview question, it has the 

disadvantage of being extremely time consuming, especially in 

transcribing the taped session into a protocol of the experts 

complete verbalisations as well as notes of actions. Time 

limitations of this project make it impossible to tape and 

transcribe the interview between the new student looking for 

resources and the expert (it would mean waiting until an influx of 

new students in October) and the scope limitations of this project 

point to quicker and more efficient ways of acquiring the 

necessary information such as interviewing. 

Observation. that is simply watching an expert in action then 

transcribing and analysing data, is similarly unsuitable. 

Multidimensional techniques are used to structure criteria 

which the expert finds difficult to verbalise into a map or 

hierarchy of concepts. They include card sort, where the expert is 

asked to organise into piles cards bearing the name of a single 
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concept. These piles form the criterion or dimension of his/her 

choice. This technique was used successfully by H. Drenth in her 

system for choosing a relevant online service for business 

information. (4) The domain of the system of the current project, 

however, lacks the hierarchical structure that would make this 

technique useful. 

Multidimensional scaling is used for comparing concepts for 

similarities arriving at a correct basic structure useful in further 

conversation with the expert. This demanding technique does not 

suit the nature of this systems' domain, however, which lacks the 

hierarchical structure or ambiguity which would profit from this 

technique. 

The complex Repertory grid is based on the principle that people 

class similar things in different ways. There then follows a 

representation of dimensions of difference on a grid form, which is 

analysed using, for example, cluster analysis. This method does 

not suit a practical project such as this one, where common sense 

or empirical evidence can take the place of mathematical analysis. 

Interviewing was quickly decided to be the best knowledge 

engineering technique for this system. The literature was then 

scanned for hints as to the most productive and efficient 

interviewing techniques to use. 

Alberico and Micco affirm that (5) 'direct contact between expert 

and knowledge engineer is the most common method of knowledge 

engineering.' The 'direct contact' referred to here is the the 

technique of Interviewing, 'the most usual method for acquiring 

basic concepts and terminology.' (6) Interviewing in the knowledge 

engineering process commonly takes the form of an initial 
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orientation session with the expert, or an unstructured interview, 

followed by more specific goal orientated or focussed interviews. 

The unstructured interview can usefully establish a rapport with 

the expert, gaining his future cooperation and his terms for doing 

so. During this initial orientation, the project and the experts' 

expertise may be discussed in general terms, using open or what, 

when, where, why and who questions. In this way much ground 

can be covered quickly. 

Later sessions differ in being highly structured, the purpose being 

the obtaining of very specific goal orientated information that can 

quickly be codified into the rules of the proposed system. Here the 

following questioning techniques can be applied: (7) i) the critical 

incident technique, where significant or memorable cases are 

recalled by the expert for analysis, 11) the forward scenario 

simulation, where the expert is asked to describe In detail the 

solution to a hypothetical problem, iii) and probes, follow up 

questions designed to expand upon some facet of a larger topic. 

Transcriptions from these interviewing techniques may be later 

analysed for goal specific information for the construction of 

rules. These techniques were used as a part of this projects 

knowledge engineering process. 

3.3 PROJECT METHODOLOGY 

The first step was to specifY the objectives of the system. From 

an analysis of enqiries records (Appendix 1) the two main 
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dimensions at first identified for the system were resources and 

services or locational and service enquiries. 

Locational enquiries were divided into 3 practical areas; subject, 

type of material and classification. For subject enquiries the 

necessity of a discipline/subject/topic hierarchy was recognised. 

For example: 

Discipline (or School) .................. Engineering 

Subject ........................................... Mechanical Engineering 

Topic .............................................. Lasers 

To what level this hierarchy should go down was as yet 

uncertain, but it was noted that the enquiries of new students may 

be at the broadest level. Also noted was that a new student may not 

know of some types of material or what they mean, such as the 

term abstracts. It was recognised, then, that definitions and 

careful phrasing in menus is an important consideration In 

systems design, as is the necessity of linking two types of 

locatlonal enquiry, subject and type, which have to be related 

together In the system to answer enquiries like: 'Where do I find a 

dictionary of chemistry?' Two kinds of data to be acquired were 

thus identified, definitions and examples of student enquiries. 

Classification and its use in the system was recognised as an 

Important concept. Is it to be used for the systems' subject 

hierarchy or just as a labelling I warehousing device? 

For the second type of enquiry, service enquiries, Information 

needed to be gathered on library policy on Issues, returns, 
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reservations, Inter library loans, photocopiers, library catalogues 

(where they are and a brief description of their function), as well as 

miscellany such as toilets, telephones etc. 

To gather information on all of the above locational and service 

enquiries the following steps were planned: 

i) For interviewing techniques and general guidance: 

Analysis of literature on knowledge engineering. 

ii)For definition of terms. jargon and library information:. 

Analysis of relevant library pamphlets and literature. 

iii) For information on subJect hierarchy: 

Analysis of subject reading lists. 

iv) For examples of students' enquiries: 

Analysis of enquiries records from information desks, especially 

from October 1991. 

v) For examples of experts' knowledge and reference process: 

a) Design interviews, 

b) Interview experts, 

c) Analysis of transcriptions of interviews. 

After discussion with both Anne Morris and Eric Davies 

(reference librarian) it was decided that: 

1) In mapping out the system and determining its subject 

hierarchy, undergraduate and postgraduate university prospectus 

will are useful. 

2) Dewey classification should be used only as a 

labelling/warehousing device, as new students' information needs 

are not always conveniently tramelled into specific subject 

disciplines and hierarchies. They can be vague, broad and 
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interdisciplinary, as, for example, with the essay question 'Discuss 

transport in the year 2001.' 

3) The system needs to cover all types of resources, electronic as 

well as printed. 

From this discussion the next steps to be taken were decided as 

follows: 

i) From prospectus' compile a list of subjects and subject 

hierarchy. 

ii) From library pamphlets and user education documents draw up 

a comprehensive list of resources; printed, electronic and audio

visual. 

111) Obtain data giving examples of new student enquiries from 

record sheets of Information Desks on levels 1, 2 and 3 from 

October 1991. 

3.3 i) Subjects and subject hierarchy. 

i) After analysing under /postgraduate prospectus of 1993, a three 

level subject hierarchy was determined on: 

1) Major discipline areas. 

2) Disciplines within these. 

3) Subjects within these. 

An example of this would be: 

1) School of Engineering. 

2) Civil Engineering. 

3) (1st year) mathematics; engineering drawing; structures and 

materials ... etc. 
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However, the amount of data this method produced was decided 

to be unworkable in the time available (see Appendix 2 for sample 

of this data). 

It was therefore decided to limit the prototype system to the 

discipline of English in the School of Education and Humanities. 

The data in Appendix 2 shows how the above hierarchy is applied 

to information given In the 1993 undergraduate prospectus on the 

School of Education and Humanities. Subjects had to be 

summarised further to keep the system manageable In the time 

available. English here means English literature and language, as 

well as the teaching of the subject. It was chosen because of the 

manageable number of subjects within the Department and 

because the author has some knowledge of the subject, being an 

English literature graduate. 

3.3ii) Resources 

From user education documents including library pamphlets (see 

Appendix 3) a quick reference guide was written to aid system 

creation (see Appendix 3). 

3.3lli) Student enquiries 

Enquiry record sheets were requested from the Information desks 

of levels 1, 2, and 3 for October 1991, the first month of the 

academic year. This was to try and detect the kind of enquiries new 

students would bring to the information desks. Examples of these 

sheets can be found in Appendix 1, which also contains analysis of 

this data. 
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The main benefit of this exercise was noting common enquiries 

and how they have been recorded, indicating how a new student 

may phrase an information problem. This was of use when 

constructing the main menu of the system and choosing a 

terminology a new student may find 'user friendly.' For example, 

noting the link between a specific subject search and help with a 

reading list or assignment, so in the main menu of the system 

'subject specific items' is linked directly with the expansion 'help 

with finding items for an assignment or on a reading list.' Another 

example is noting how searching for specific articles in journals 

often leads to instruction on the use of Indexes or/and Abstracts, 

including electronic sources such as BIDS, so in a menu of the 

present system searching for articles in journals is linked directly 

with subject relevant bibliographies and indexes. 

From these analyses a system plan was designed that 

incorporated all Departments and subjects as well as service 

information and OPAC instruction. However, it was decided this 

was too broad for the time available and too awkward for 

'Leonardo' logic. The decision was made to priorities English 

within the School of Education and Humanities as this would act 

as a skeletal system on which further developments could be made. 

This meant concentrating on identifying English subject 

information sources and the processes used by the expert in 

recommending them. Note that 'English' was here purposefully 

applied as a vague subject definition to try and find out how the 

experts would break the subject down as part of the reference 

process. An interview with Eric Davies was planned along these 

lines as follows: 
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1) What typical enquiries do you receive from new students of 

English? 

2) How would you answer the following questions? 

a) How can I find this Item on my reading list? 

b) Where are the books on English? 

c) Where can I find English subject journals? 

d) Where can I find books on Elizabethan literature? 

e) How do I check whether an English subject Item Is held by the 

library? 

3) Where are the most recent writings I studies on English held by 

the library? 

4) How can I find out about English subject books and serials not 

held by the library? 

5) I want to order a book but don't know If it Is In print. How do I 

check? How do I get full bibliographic details of that book? 

6) I'm looking for chapters in English literature criticism on a 

specific subject. What's the quickest way I can do this? 
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7) I'm looking for articles in English journals. What's the best 

source for doing this? 

8) What are the main printed and electronic secondary sources for 

English subjects? 

9) What are the main abstracting and indexing journals for English 

subjects? 

10) What are the main journals in English studies? 

11) What are the main reference works for English subjects? 

The first question is an open one designed to quickly elicit as 

much information as possible and orientate the interview. 

The second set of questions are probes designed to investigate the 

experts processes and methods as well as to identify specific 

locations and sources for English. These questions are based on 

those that typically occurred on the student enquiry sheets. 

Question 2 (e) was designed to elicit information on expert 

processes leading to OPAC recommendation I instruction. 

Question 4 is designed to identity specific English secondary 

sources. 

Question 5 usefully differentiates between those sources that 

have in - print information and those that do not, a feature that 

will hopefully be incorporated into the system. 

Questions 6 - 11 again hope to identify specific sources which will 

satisfy a specific information need that can hopefully be 

represented by the system. 
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Appendix 4 gives a transcription of this interview with the 

responses of different experts. Mr. Davies recommended talks with 

different experts to balance his views and experience. This is 

advice often stated In the literature, to avoid too much subjective 

bias in a system. A further interview, then, using these questions 

was conducted with a librarian who liaises with the English 

Department, Mike Cheyney. Appendix 4 also shows the result of 

further probes, asked of Christine Hallam, a librarian who works 

at the Information Desk on Level 2 of the Pilkington library, where 

English materials including books and back runs of serials are 

stored. Ms. Hallam also provided me with a user education 

document ' English and Drama in the Library: a location guide.' 

(see Appendix 3). This was useful in using Dewey as a 'labelling' or 

'warehousing' device in the system. 

From these interviews the experts often recommend the same 

specific sources for English, eg. the MLA (Modern Language 

Association of America) Index, which affirms the reliability of 

these for use in the system of this project. Both experts also stress 

the very broad nature of 'English' as a subject (le. language, 

literature, teaching of), and the need to break it down into more 

specific subjects. Both experts in these interviews indicate that is 

up to the expertise of the librarian to carefully elicit the real 

information need of the user through dialogue (see Cheyney 

interview 2 (e) and Davies interview 2 (a-c) Appendix 4). 

This proposed expert system has tried to break down the subject 

of 'English' into manageable subject and resource areas, using clues 

as to the questioning style of the expert given in these interviews, 

eg. 'Do you require general location?' 
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('The need of the 'browser' indicated by Mr. Davies in his response 

to question 2 (b). 

The importance of breaking broad subject areas down in reference 

enquiries is also stressed in the work of William Katz (8) who 

shows how diagraming the reference process or representing it in 

flow charts anticipates the application of computers to the 

reference process. 

The importance of conventional reference sources was stressed 

by both experts, and this will be included in the system. 

According to Mr Cheyney the only way to investigate suitable 

journals (question 10) was to inspect the stacks on level 3 (current) 

and level 2 (back runs). The libraries serials collection for serials 

in English language, literature and education is of a manageable 

size to do all this. All current serials in English on level 3 were 

noted and then the backnumbers collection investigated. Current 

serials and there back numbers were thought to give an adequate 

selection for the system and its objectives, that is, to display 

named relevant serials matching the users subject selection. 

3.4 CONCLUSION. 

This stage of the work was an enlightening investigation of the 

reference process, highlighting common problems and enquiries 

and the different approaches and perspectives of experts to these 

problems. In this respect it has been a profitable phase of the 

project. It also revealed the problems inherent in defining the 

objectives and domain of an expert system before that domain has 
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been properly Investigated. In this case it became clear that the 

domain would have to be significantly reduced If it was to be 

workable, focussing on English subjects with a view to further 

development. 

The next task was to use the data and knowledge acquired from 

this methodology and represent it using 'Leonardo' logic as a 

working system. This process will be described in the next chapter. 
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CHAPIER 4 

KNOWLEDGE REPRESENTATION USING 'LEONARDO.' 

4.1 INTRODUCTION 

The paper 'Expert Systems' of the Library and Information 

Briefings Series (1) defines knowledge representation as; 

The process of reorganising, restructuring, and formalising the 

knowledge so that it can be represented as data structures in an 

expert system. 

The knowledge from the analysis of the interviews, data, records 

and documents given in the Appendices and described in Chapter 3 

had to be structured using the 'Leonardo' expert system shell into a 

tool to aid library orientation, accessible to the new student or new 

user of the Pilkington Library. This means a user friendly format 

of menu choices with clear instructions leading to the relevant 

information. The features of Leonardo which make this possible, 

its basic working structure and suitability to the project will now 

be discussed. 

4.2 LEONARDO: HOW IT WORKS AND FEATURES USED IN 

THIS PROJECT. 

This project uses 'Leonardo' version 3.24. This version features 

the usage of frames designed to store and represent knowledge 

about objects (or concepts) , and classes, representing the 

relationships between objects, eg. parent/child. Leonardo 3 also 

offers the expansion of frame facilities by the creation of new 
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frame structures at run time ('dynamic' frames and classes) and 

also provides special logic for the management of uncertainty. 

The basic structure of Leonardos' knowledge base is shown by 

figure 4.1 (adapted from the Leonardo Users' Guide. ) 

(1) The Main Rule Set contains the Rules that control execution of 

the knowledge base. They are similar in form to those used in 

earlier systems such as CRYSfAL. That is: 

if <antecedent> then <consequent> 

An example from the Main Rule Set of this project (see Appendix 5) 

is: 

if 'English specific subject' is Fiction 

Here 'English specific subject' is the object or concept of the 

antecedent. It is followed by the operator which defines the 

relationship between the object and its value. In this case objects 

and values are defined by is as text . Fiction is the text value given 

here. It is the value input by the user from a menu choice of 

subjects. Fie is the text object which gives locational and resource 

information relating to the subject choice Fiction, so the 

consequent of this rule is: 

then Fie is required; 

say Fie; 

resources is found. 

A course of action is suggested to the system by then. In this case 

the text object Fie is given the value required , which instantiates 

Fie telling the system that it is needed. say Fie tells the system 

that the required text screen Fie needs to be shown to the user, and 

in displaying this the ultimate goal of the system, to 'seek 

resources' is found. 
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(2) Leonardo offers a Check facility. After creating rules like the 

one above choosing the Check command allows the system to 

compile objectjrames. 

(4) Frames allow the storage of data about that object in a record 

form. The knowledge of the expert can thus be categorised by 

concepts in object frames according to rules in the Main Rule Set or 

RuleSets which can relate the frames together in a meaningful 

structure. 

(5) Frame slots or attributes are similar to fields in database 

records. In Leonardo they' are signified by ':' They allow the 

creation of information relating to the object of the frame which 

can be presented to the user via menu options (see, for example, the 

frame 'requirement' in Appendix 5, and the AllowedValue slot 

there, ) and definitions and explanations of these (!e. the 

A VExpansion slot.) Further information can be presented to the 

user via the QueryPrejace slot which allows the use of the top half 

of the screen. With QueryPrompt the designer can highlight an 

instruction relating to that screen. 

Frames can also contain information which actively defines the 

value of the object which owns it. This is done via Rule Sets .These 

allow a more efficient modular structuring of a system, cutting 

clutter and hence confusion in the Main Rule Set. So if rules 

leading to the finding of an object are held in its frame a much 

clearer and structured picture of the overall system is achieved. 

Modifying the system is also eased. RuleSets are not used by the 

present prototype, which forward and backward chains 

successfully using the Main Rule Set and Frames including Class 

objects. An attempt to modulate the Main Rule Set using RuleSets 
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caused problems with the systems' chaining process so that the 

system did not work satisfactorily. Also, RuleSets are best suited 

to computations involving numerical objects or procedural code to 

determine the value of the host object. The objects of the present 

system deal with textual information, the values of which can be 

quickly established in the Main Rule Set. The possibility does 

exist, though, for procedural code RuleSets that may be employed 

for the more efficient handling and presentation of text screens. If 

the present prototype was developed further as a single knowledge 

base to include more subjects and topics then RuleSets may have to 

be employed to create a more desirable and efficient work space 

than a cluttered Main Rule set. An alternative to this is a different 

knowledge base for each academic discipline which could be 

accessed by Leonardos' file directory or a customised main menu 

(6) Procedural code is a system language used by Leonardo for the 

creation and layout of special screens to present information, and 

also the working of specialised programmes (eg. mathematical 

computation and graphic displays) that may be used within the 

system, called on by rules. Procedural code was not used for the 

design of the present system. Examples of its use can be seen in 

Hilary Pughs' dissertation project using a 'Leonardo' expert 

system.(l) 

(7) Uke procedural code objects, screen objects are not used by the 

present system. They are input and display screens which have 

been generated using the Leonardo Screen Designer, a special 

application. 

(8 - 9) Classes and Members are used to define relationships 

between objects eg. parent/child. This is useful when there is a 

large number of objects relating to the same final goal. In the 
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case of the present system that is different English serials with 

different combinations of concern (subject), name, class number 

and location but all relating to the same goal of selecting relevant 

serials for the users' input subject(s). To cover all the eventualities 

of this using production rules and associated frames would be very 

time consuming and cumbersome, especially when considering the 

different combinations of the English serial subjects. All English 

serials are represented as members of the general class of object 

called 'English serials.' Particular attributes of any English serial 

are stored in a frame for that member. A single rule is then used to 

search the whole class of 'English serials. ' As more knowledge is 

added about new English serials it is only necessary to create a new 

frame for the additional serial, without adding any more rules. 

The next section will look at the prototype systems' construction 

and design, noting how the above described features have been 

applied. 

4.3 SYSTEM CONSTRUCTION AND DESIGN. 

Appendix 5 gives the full programme listing for this 

representation. The system was compiled and checked in sections, 

represented as follows by the values of the object requirement, 

which are presented to the user in a menu following the 

introduction screen: 

1) General location - gives level and class number. 

2) Specific subject items - more specific subject locations. 

3) Serials- held by the library eg. current journals. 
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4) Bibliographic sources - for material not held by the library and 

to find out wether an item is in print, eg . Bibliographies, 

Catalogues 

5) Reference sources - for addresses and telephone numbers, help 

with spelling, grammar, punctuation, useful summaries and 

definitions. eg., Dictionaries, Directories, Encyclopaedias, 

Indexes. 

6) Reports and official publications - eg. Government reports or 

statistics. 

7) Theses - for research projects by students. 

The overall goal of the system is the object resources. 

I) General location (fig 4.2) 

The Introduction frame states the broad aim of the system; 

resources for their course .. .' 

On pressing any key the user is presented with the requirement 

menu screen described above. This, and other menu objects are 

tailored for presentation to the user using the attribute slots in the 

frames described earlier (eg. QueryPreface, AVExpansion etc.) So 

in the requirement menu the user is asked on the top half of the 

screen 'Which of the following best describes your information 

needs?' On choosing General location the user is presented with 

the English course menu which refers to the School of Education 

and Humanities, Department of English and Drama. The menu 

options on this screen are: 

English and Drama BA course in English (Undergraduate) 

English and Education MA in English and Education. 
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English and Education (cont.) MPhil I PhD degrees (Postgraduate) 

This is the scope of the present system. Further production rules in 

the Main Rule Set or RuleSets could facilitate the choice of further 

options in this frame allowing the user to access information 

relating to other Departments in this School eg. Information and 

Library Studies. It would probably be desirable to limit the scope of 

a single knowledge base to a School of the University with its 

subjects, to facilitate quick system construction. 

In the case of the General location path both options lead to the 

same screen (resourcel) which offers very general orientation 

information suitable for the browser. The information given on 

this screen is based on Eric Davies' advice in the interview with 

him recorded in Appendix 4. 

A rule tells the system that with the combination of the 

requirement menu, course menu and information screen 

successfully executed then the goal of the system (resources) is 

done. This is the cue for the concluding screen of the resources 

frame which indicates to the user that the consultation is finished 

and offers final general advice. 

2) Specific subject items (fig 4.3) 

The second path follows the first to the requirement frame. 

There, on choosing Specljic subject items (information relating to 

more specific subject locations) the user is again presented with the 

English course menu. This time the users' choice determines the 

presentation of the screen of one of two frames, English specljic 

subject or postgraduate/research English specific subject. The 

user chooses one of the options from the menu of subjects which 
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calls on an Information screen giving locational Information on 

that specific subject ( see programme listing Appendix 5.) 

Resources Is then found, prompting the display of the concluding 

screen. 

Splitting subjects in the Department of English and Drama Into 

two menus for the undergraduate and postgraduate/research 

student orientates the user more specifically within the system. 

Also, it keeps the menus short which means the user finds his/her 

way more quickly to the desired information. Also, this menu 

screen prompts the user to check the other menu if their choice 

does not suit their requirement, so flexibility Is maintained. The 

subject menus are adapted from the subjects presented In the under 

and postgraduate prospectus' 1993. (See Appendix 2.) The menu 

English speciftc subject contains the following undergraduate 

subjects: 

Fiction, Poetry, Drama, Criticism, Linguistics, English literature, 

American literature, Scottish literature, Canadian literature, 

Writing women, 17th Century, 18th Century, 19th Century. 

The menu for postgraduate/research English speciftc subject 

contains the following: 

Criticism, Renaissance Poetry and Drama, Writing Women, 

Linguistics, Modern literature, Short narrative, Drama in 

Education, Teaching English. 

3) Serlais (ffg.4.4) 

The Serials value chosen from the requirement menu introduces 

the use of a class object and members to the system. The class 

object is called English serials and in the frame for that object are 
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its members, that is the names of the English serials or journals. 

The member slots of this class. including name, location, class 

nwnber and concern are the attributes of each member which are 

filled in and stored in a frame for that member. The single rule: 

for all english_serials 

if required_concern overlaps concern: of english_serials 

then required_ concern includes name: of english_serials; 

required_concern includes location: of english_serials; 

required_concern includes class_number: of english_serials; 

say required_concern; 

resources is found 

in the Main Rule Set searches the whole class for all serials that 

contain the subject, here concern , that matches the users choice 

made in the frame required concern (this is the meaning of the 

line ; if required_concern overlaps concern: of english_serials.) 

Required concern is a 'list' object which means that the user can 

make more than one choice. This means that the system will 

retrieve more titles with the concern or subject of the users choice. 

This is why this menu is not split as in the previous examples, so 

the user knows all the options from a single screen. The 

conclusion screen for this frame also displays any other concerns 

of that journal, as well as its location and class number. 

For example, If the user makes the choice 17th Century and 

Criticismftom the required concern menu, the system checks the 

member slot concern of the members of the English serial class for 

any overlap. Following the controlling rule In the Main Rule Set it 

then displays Information according to the format described in the 

conclusion slot of required concern. 

Title: Seventeenth Century 
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Location: Level 3 (current) and Level 2 (Back numbers) 

Class number: 800 

Subjects: Crtticism, 17th Century 

The system will pull all examples of members containing either or 

both of these concerns or subjects before inferring that resources is 

found and displaying the final conclusion screen. 

4) Reports and official publications (Fig 4.5) 

Theses (Fig 4.6) 

These are the simplest paths of the system. When the value 

Reports and official publications or Theses is chosen from the 

requirement frame, information giving their general location is 

displayed by the appropliate text object, Ser or Tes respectively. 

Resources is then inferred as found and the final conclusion 

screen is presented. 

Keeping the path short from the Introduction screen to the 

information the user requires is an important feature for any 

system that aims to help library orientation. The fewer the steps 

between user choice and goal the less room for error. confusion or 

frustration. Also, if the system is complicated or confusing in its 

use why should it attract a user over and above other locational 

aids and and manual browsing? This should be an important 

consideration in any future system development. Limiting the 

scope of a single knowledge base to a School or even Department 

within the University may help in this respect. 
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5-6) Bibliographic sources. (Fig. 4.7) 

Reference sources. (Fig 4.8) 

Following the requirement value Bibliographic sources the user 

is presented with the menu text frame Bibmen. Choosing any of the 

4 options calls up a text frame containing the relevant locational 

and source information before displaying the concluding screen. 

The path for Reference sources runs along similar lines. 
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4.4 SOURCES. 

The primary sources for the text in the source and location 

information screens (eg. Info a, Ref 1) are the user education 

documents in Appendix 3, (see especially English and Drama, a 

location guide,) and the interviews in Appendix 4. 

Subject hierarchy and phrasing of menu and help I instructional 

information was worked from an analysis of the material in 

Appendices 1 (record sheet analysis), 2 (subject hierarchy 

structures from 1993 prospectus') and 4, interviews. 

Journals used for the English serial class were those held in the 

current collection, level 3 (none of the experts interviewed were 

able to recommend individual titles.) Their concerns/subjects 

were determined through a browsing of their contents and 

abstracts. A list of these serials is given in Appendix 6. 

Other specific sources recommended in text Information screens 

are listed In Appendix 6 and chosen because of repeated 

recommendations in interviews, eg. Bookbank, MIA bibliography, 

or by the authors' own rule of thumb choices when browsing 

shelves (this is especially true of reference sources and journals.) 

The following final chapter will assess the suitability of 

Leonardo for representation of knowledge on library orientation. 
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CHAPTER 5 

EVALUATION AND CONCLUSIONS 

5.1 INTRODUCTION: WHAT HAS BEEN AClDEVED. 

The creation of a working prototype system using 'Leonardo' to 

aid library orientation for students new to the library has been 

achieved. It is a skeletal prototype, covering a single Department 

and its subjects in one of the Schools of the University. The system 

shows how Leonardo may represent the reference process by 

breaking down enquiries in the very broad subject of English into 

menus of choices regarding first what kind of information source 

is required and then a more specific description of the subject 

required. Leonardo also allows the representation and quick 

access by subject to a large amount of data such as English journals 

and their combinations of subjects through its inheritance 

features of classes and members. 

This model for the Department of English can be applied to any 

Department within the University. 

5.2 FINAL UNSOLVED PROBLEMS. 

Whereas the class system of frames and members within the 

project works well, the LongName slot of the member frames 

which is meant to allow a fuller name for journal titles than the 20 

character name slot permits does not work. As a result 

abbreviations have had to be adopted, such as J. of Semantics for 

Journal of Semantics. Since the system is directed towards new 
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users of the library unfamiliar with library or subject terms the 

failure of the LongName slot in a class situation is unsatisfactory. 

5.3 POSSmLE MEANS OF SYSTEM EXPANSION. 

Structuring the expansion of the single knowledge base could be 

made more efficient using RuleSets. Ideally the Main Rule Set 

should only contain the seek directive, any global controls and a 

dispatching rule which sets up the overall direction and strategy of 

the system. The rest of the work should be done by the RuleSets in 

appropriate frames. In the case of the current system this would 

make expansion of the system much clearer, allowing the more 

effective utilisation of a single knowledge base. Use of the Main 

Rule Set as the only store of rules would make expansion of this 

single knowledge base (meaning the inclusion of other 

Departments and appropriate locatlonal Information) a 

cumbersome process. 

The present prototype does not use RuleSets because of problems 

experienced with RuleSets and the systems • forward chaining 

process. RuleSets did not seem to work well in a menu system 

primarily constructed of text objects. However, this problem would 

have to be overcome if this knowledge base was to be significantly 

expanded. 

Another means of expansion using the present prototype model 

would be to create a system of more than one knowledge base, such 

as a knowledge base for each Department within the University 

accessed via Leonardos' file system. 
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5.4 ASSESSMENT OF THE SUITABILITY OF 'LEONARDO' FOR 

A PROJECT ON LIBRARY ORIENTATION. 

Features of Leonardo such as the screen handling. editing and 

menu generation facilities in the frames are easy to learn and 

quick to implement. This is, of course, essential for the design of a 

user friendly system to help new students, offering clear menu 

choices as well as help and instructional information. Frame 

attributes make all this possible with Leonardo. Frame based 

knowledge representation also means that such information is 

easy to access and update. 

Class and member frames allow the efficient manipulation of 

large bodies of similar data such as Journals and their subjects, 

again allowing that information to be quickly updated, while 

access to such information is enhanced by list operators such as 

overlap and include which are very useful in allowing the user to 

make multiple choices with the menus. 

Compiling a menu driven system is greatly facilitated with 

Leonardos' check options, which allow the system to be compiled 

and checked at intervals or section by section. This allowed a 

modular approach to system construction, each menu option being 

worked out and checked in turn. 

Features such as the above and class and frame based knowledge 

representation place Leonardo above expert system shells such as 

CRYSTAL for this project, which is easier to use but more limiting 

in its features. Although Leonardo is harder to learn than shells 

such as CRYSfAL, it can still be learnt and applied by people with 

a wide range of programming or expert system experience. 
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Leonardos' procedural language and screen designer package 

hold more possibilities for future system expansion, such as 

enhanced text presentation and the use of maps to represent 

locatlonal Information. Such possibilities could be worked Into 

the present prototype and future expansions. 

Leonardo, then, gives a high level of functionality with good 

editing capabilities and an accessible command language with 

optional and more advanced features which can make a working 

user friendly alternative library orientation tool. 

5.5 SUGGESTIONS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH. 

Time did not permit a full evaluation of the prototype. Future 

work could Include an evaluation before any further development. 

Opinions and advice could be sought from: 

I) Lecturers and students from the English Department, to assess 

the appropriateness of subject headings and hierarchies, 

2) Librarians from the Pilkington Library, to assess the 

appropriateness of resources suggested and orientation advice 

given, 

3) Students new to the library, to assess the general helpfulness of 

the prototype. 

5.6 CONCLUSION. 

Effective library orientation at the start of the academic year is 

essential if students are to make full use of library resources during 

their courses. In a large university library there needs to be a 

variety of responses to this problem, such as library tours, user 
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education documents and seminars and the use of new technologies 

such as online catalogue help screens, expert and hypertext 

systems. These ideas and approaches can work together to attract 

the many different types of library user who , finding one system or 

approach unhelpful or intimidating, may be enlightened by 

another. The prototype of this project offers a beginning to one 

such approach. 
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APPENDIX 1 

ENQum.Y RECORD SHEET ANALYSIS 

INTRODUCTION 

The purpose of this analysis was to assess the types of enquiries 

faced by library staff at the enquiry desks during the first month 

of term (October 1992.) The figures show the need for effective 

library orientation by the number of directional enquiries 

recorded. Also, the considerable number of enquiries on the 

location of relevant subject journals argues for significant 

coverage of journals in the system of this project. 

Figure Al.l is a photocopy of a single enquiry sheet from Level 3. 

What follows is a summary of the main types of enquiries tackled 

by staff during that first month of term. 
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DIRECTIONAL enquiries: 

Analysfs from the 7th - 31st October 1991 

Level: 3 

Total: 145 

Mean: 7.6 

2 

176 

9.2 

1 

157 

8.2 

Level 2 has the highest daily rate of directional enquiries probably 

because here and level 1 have subject specific material organised 

by Dewey which can be bewildering for a new student. 

OPAC enquiries: 

There are no OPACs on level 1. 

Level: 3 2 

Total: 78 18 

Mean: 4.1 0.9 

General lack of this type of enquiry could be because a lot of new 

students were satisfied with help screens on OPACs or on nearby 

notices. The number of staff approached on level 3, however, does 

suggest a student need for additional help here. Also, the lack of 

enquiries on level 2 could be because sometimes this desk is not 
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staffed and mostly by only one librarian who may be busy with 

other enquiries. 

Under 5 minutes: 

Level: 

Total: 

Mean: 

3 

1095 

57.6 

2 

544 

28.6 

1 

373 

19.6 

Level3 does not include freshers' week (1 - 7 Oct) where, as before, 

enquiries are considerably less (mean of 16) as compared with the 

following week (mean of 46) and therefore not representative of the 

whole sample. Reasons for this will include the fact that many 

students have not settled Into their work yet, being more concerned 

with general campus orientation than specific library enquiries. 

Figures on level 3 will be highest because this is where the 

Information Office Is, and it is also more fully staffed than the 

lower levels (see discussion on types of enquiry below for further 

analysis). 

Over 5 minutes: 

Level: 

Total: 

Mean: 

3 

236 

12.4 

85 

2 

30 

1.6 

1 

15 

0.8 



--- -- ---------------------------------

Level 3 will hold the highest enquiry rate here because for more 

substantial enquiries secondary sources, printed or electronic, 

may be utilised, which are held on level 3. The Information Office 

is also on this level. the reference librarians 'headquarters.' The 

whole reference collection is also housed on this level. 
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Types of enquiry, 

Under and Over 5 minutes, 

Levels 1-3 

October 1991 

These can be divided into 2 headings; Locational (by subject and 

type of material) and Library service /instruction (including 

catalogue/use of materials). 

Common enquiries include: 

Under 5 minutes. 

1evel3: 

Directory of Grant Making Trusts, ticket enquiries, finding 

items on reading lists, street maps (these enquiries seem to belong 

to the situation of the new student) and also looking up journals on 

OPAC, BIDS and CD ROM searching. 

Level2: 

This level holds back runs of serials, so serial enquiries are 

common here, as are OPAC and reading list enquiries as new 

students try to use library resources. Typical enquiries include 

where books are issued ( on level 3), checking book and journal 

references (on OPAC and shelves), borrowing enquiries, locating 

journals and pamphlets and the difference between journals and 

serials. 
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-----------------------------------------------. 

Leyell: 

Borrowing books, location of specific journal titles and more 

subject specific enquiries. 

Over 5 minutes. 

Level3: 

On this level these longer enquiries tend to be 

service/instructional. eg. help with searching indexes, abstracts, 

CD ROMS, and help with OPAC use and searching. There are also 

longer, more complicated subject searching enquiries, eg. 

references on fibre optic microphone technology. 

Impromptu library orientation tours also sometimes have to be 

arranged as well as the usual group tours. These include library 

orientation for new students (PhD) and quick library tours for 

proposed Masters students. This is where an expert system to aid 

library orientation could be of help. 

Searching for specific articles in journals often leads to 

instruction on the use of indexes and abstracts, including 

electronic sources eg. BIDS. 

Tracing reading list material is also here a common enquiry. 
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Level 2: 

Here enquiries tend to be subject specific location enquiries, not 

many 'How to use .. .' enquiries as on level 3. Enquiries Include 

literary criticism, statistics, government documents, specific 

abstract/indexes, maps and reports. More enquiries, then, for 

specific primary sources than level 3. 

Level 1: 

Mostly subject specific location enquiries, for papers, standards 

and statistics. 
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APPENDIX 2: SUBJECT HIERARCHY 

Source: Undergraduate Prospectus 1993. 

1) Mal or discipline areas. 

2) Disciplines within these. 

3) Sublects within these. 

NOTE: to keep a system using 'Leonardo' manageable subjects in (3) 

are best swnmarlsed as around 10 subjects in the system. 

1) SCHOOL OF EDUCATION AND HUMANITIES. 

2) English & Drama: English. 

3) (Yr 1) approaches to fiction; approaches to poetry; comedy; 

images of landscape; practical drama; English literature 1830 -

1900; quest for adulthood; studies in vocal music; writing women; 

(yr 2) Romantic literature; English literature 1830 -1900; 19th 

Century American literature; 19th Century European Drama; 

linguistics; creative writing; art history; (yr 2/3 options): medieval 

literature; renaissance literature; narrative prose fiction 1660 -

1780; poetry & drama 1660- 1780; Scottish literature; Canadian 

literature; Womens writing in the 17th Century. (yr 3) English 
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prose 1880-1940; and poetry 1880-1940; 20th Century American 

fiction; 20th Century American drama, poetry and music; fiction & 

poetry 1940 to the present; contemporary feminisms; history & 

theory of criticism: linguistics; modern British and American 

drama; modernisms; 20th Century European drama; 19th Century 

European novel; melodrama and 19th Century theatre; theories of 

drama. 

2) English (part time!. 

2) Drama. 

3) (yr 1) improvisation; movement; an introduction to the 

technical theatre; semiotics of theatre and drama; drama of 

classical Greece and medieval England; critical studies; (yr 2) 

British drama 1550- 1709; theatre practice; options (yr 2 &3): 

television technique; advanced technical theatre; classical theatre; 

theories of drama; 19th Century European drama; 20th Century 

European drama; melodrama & 19th Century British theatre; 20th 

Century British theatre; 20th Century American drama; womens 

theatre; modernisms. 

Subsidiary sub!ects: 2) English: inc. politics; social sciences; 

education; sports science; French; German; Spanish. 2)Drama: 

Inc. English. 

2) English & the Historv of Art & Design. 
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2) English & Physical Education & Sports Science. 

2) Information & Libracy Studies: 

3) (yrs 1 & 2) Information & society; Information handling and 

indexing (information management); human management

organisations and resources and marketing library and 

information services; data analysis and presentation; historical 

studies; social sciences; English; geography; computing; human 

sciences; education; economics. (yr 3) human management - people 

& resources; (options): publishing and the book trade; mass media; 

AV communication; archive administration; records 

management; childhood and childrens literature; local studies; 

health and welfare information management; business 

information; ergonomics; international librarianship; history of 

communication; preservation in libraries & archives; historical 

studies. 

2) Information & Libracy Studies & Another SubJect. 

3) Education; English; French; Geography; German; Social science. 

2) Information & Computing Studies. 
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3) (yr 1) procedural programming; application environments; 

business and technological problem solving; computing methods; 

information & society; applications of information technology; 

information handling & indexing; ergonomics. 

(yr 2) information systems; IT; programming; information 

management; human management; marketing of information 

services. 

(yr 3) options Inc. computer graphics; networks; mass media; 

ergonomics; expert systems; records management; business 

information. 

2) Design and Technology: Industrial Design and Technology. 

(yr 1) design practice; design contexts; graphic modelling; 

materials science; materials processing; foundation technology 

(electronics); ergonomics; (yr 2) design practice; design studies; 

computing for designers; materials & processes; presentation 

techniques; (major options) technology for design (mechanics or 

electronics); product analysis (artefacts or systems & 

environments); (yr 3) design projects; design practice; management 

and marketing; history and philosophy of design; typography and 

human factors. 

2) Industrial Design and Technology with Education. 
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3) (yr 1) design practice; design contexts ; graphic modelling; 

materials processing; foundation technology; education studies; 

(yr 2) design practice; design studies; computing for designers; 

presentation techniques; (options) technology for design 

(mechanics or electronics); product analysis (artefacts or systems 

and environments); education studies; (yr 3) design practice; 

technology practice; (options 1): technology for design (mechanics 

or electronics); history and philosophy of design; typography and 

human factors; education studies; (yr 4) design projects; teaching 

practice; education. 

2) Education: Mathematics and Education. 

3) (yr 1) Education: a) mathematics: Inc. mathematical methods; 

modelling & simulation; statistics; algebra; numerical methods & 

computing. b) education studies; history, sociology and psychology 

of education. (yr 2) a) teaching methods as above. b) education 

studies: relationship between education & employment. 

Mathematics Inc. real & complex analysis; vectors & mechanics; 
• 

statistics; algebra; numerical analysis & computing. (yr 3) 

teaching practice preparation; issues in contemporary education 

Inc. psychology & sociology. (yr 4) higher education; IT in schools; 

comparative education; psychology of adolescence; language & 

learning. 
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APPENDIX 3 INFORMATION RESOURCES AND USER 

EDUCATION DOCUMENTS. 

The following photocopied documents (figures A3.1 - A3.4) were 

used to help identifY relevant resources for the system of this thesis 

and their location in the library , and to compile the quick 

reference guide shown below. 

Information resources. (quick reference guide). 

Printed; Books, Serials, Reports, Standards, Patents, Theses. 

Audio - Visual Media. 

Electronic. 

Other. 

Catalogues and Indexes: 

1) OPAC, 

2) Back up catalogue (microfiche). 

The following will not be found in the above: 

a) Articles in serials and periodicals, 

b) Individual conference papers, 
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c) Individual reports, 

d) Chapters in books, 

e) Contents of reference works and data books, 

f) Material published but not held by the library. 

3) Indexes and Abstracts: 

Provide supplementary information about articles in serials, 

conference papers and reports. 

i) Indexes: brief author /title, journal title and part detail for each 

article. 

ii) Abstracts: as above plus a short summary or abstract of item. 

Abstracts and Indexes are housed in a special area on level 3 of the 

library. 

4) Bibliographies and Catalogues: 

Supplementary sources for details of books. 

i) Bibliographies (list of books). 

ii) Catalogues of major collections. 

eg. British Library General Catalogue of Printed Books. 

Cumulative Book Index. 

5) CD ROM Databases: 

Public access CD ROM Databases include: 

i) Books In Print Plus: Details of US published books currently 

available. 

ii) Bookbank: Details of UK published books currently available. 
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iv) Social Sciences Index: References to a similar selection of 

articles in social science periodicals. 

6) Networked Databases: 

eg. Bath Information and Data Services (BIDS), includes; 

i) Social Science Citation Index, 

11) Science Citation Index, 

Ill) Arts and Humanities Citation Index, 

iv) Index of Scientific and Technical Proceedings. 

7) Reference Works: 

i) Handbooks: formulae, data and properties. 

li) Dictionaries and Encyclopaedias: spelling, definitions, and 

short summaries of topics. 

Ill) Directories: names and addresses of organisations, 

manufacturers, specialists and individuals. 
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The aim of this leaflet Is to indicate ways in which 
members of the Information Section can assist users 
to make best use of the variOuS information sources · 
to be found in the PilklngtortUbrary, as wen as 
helping with more general difficulties associated with 
using a large and modern university library. 

lnfonnation Services 
The University Library contains an enormous range 
of material which can answer a wide variety Of 
questions, providing that users have a basic • 
familiarity with tl'le sources and with the techniques -~~ 
for using them effectively. The Information Section is 1 / 

staffed by professional libr~rians and information 
scientists whose job Is to guide students and staff in 
their use of the Library and help them to find the 
information they require, whether" short, factual 
enquiries or comprehensive literature searches. 

' lnfor'mation Desks 
The Information Desk on level 3 is staffed on 
weekdays from 9.00am to 5.30pm. Enquiries may 
also be taken to staff at the Information Desks on 
levels 1 and 2 during normal office hours In term
lime. 

Staff at the Information Desks handle general 
enquiries, quick reference questions, external 
queries by telephone and requests for assistance In 
using the Online Public Access Catalogue (OPAC), 
CO-ROM workstations and other electronic 
information sources. Problems associated with the 
use of audio-visual and microform equipment should 
also be addressed to the Information Desks. 

literature searches { 
Substantial reference enquiries and in-depth 1 
literature searches are dealt with by members of 

1 the Information Section. Staff will either help users 
1 to find sources relevant to their information needs 

· and instruct them In their use, or will, in some 
cases, COnduct searches on behalf of users. 
Information technology plays an important role in 
literature searching. Online database searches are 
avaita'ble to ·members of teaching and research 
staff and a variety of bibliographic databases on 
CD·ROM are also available for use by any 
member of the University. 

library instruction 
An important facet of the information services \ 
provided by the Library Is instruction in the Proper 
use of library and information resources. An 
extensive user education programme is arranged 
with academic departments each year and 
individual tuition is also available on an ad hoc 
basis for users who request assistance at the 
Information Desk. 

_, 
Introductory tours of the Library are arranged for 
new students and other members of the University 
at the start of the academic year, although these 
are not intended to be anything more than an 
opportunity to introduce new users to the layout of 
the building and the main features of its 
collections. However,Jnformation staff also run 
courses in information retrieval techniques and 
literature searching for undergraduates and 
postgraduates as part of the general teaching 
programme. Seminars are also 'arranged for 
academic and research staff. · 

,, . 
'. 

Library L&afiet 
--,--,_----···-··· 

lnforrnation Sources 
The whole of the library.:may be considered to be a 
single, comprehensive information resource. However, 
there are several collections of special relevance in 
relation to literature searching and information 
provision. 

Reference collaclion 
The Reference CollectiOn. located on level 3, contains 
a wealth of information • facts and figures, numerical, 
technical and bibliographical data - issued in 
directories, dictionaries, encyclopaedias, catalogues, 
bibliographies and many other publications. All items in 
the Collection are listed in the OPAC, where their class 
numbers are prefixed by the letter A. lt should be noted 
that reference books are not available for loan. 

Abstracts collection ·i 
Abstracting and indexing Journals are used to trace 
journal articles, conference papers, reports, theses, etc. 
Most cover special subject areas, e.g. Chemical 
Abstracts, Business Periodicals Index, Social Science 
Citation Index, in which references may be located 
under detailed subject headings. The Abstracts 
Collection is located on level3 and individual titles are 
listed in the OPAC where their class numbers are 
prefixed by ABS. 

Serials collection 0 
The Serials Collection is Sn Important information 
resource, not only in terfT!s of the several thousand 
journals it contains, but ~lso for its substantial holdings 
of government publications, European Communities 
documentation, statistics and standards. All serial titles 
are listed in the OPAC. :! 
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, .. ~.:. ,j,,ru•s and audio-visual material 

The Library has a significant. collection of fl.licroforms 
and audio-visual material. Microforms include 
backruns of journals, technie3t reports, newspapers, 
government publications anCI collections of research 
material on a wide range of topics. Audio-visual 
resources include video tapes, tape slide 
presentations and computer software. Enquiries 
concerning this material and the specialised 
equipment needed for its use should be directed to 
the Information Desk on Level~· 
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The Serials Collection contains material which is 
usually published in a numbered sequence on a 
regular basis. 
The library receives approximately 4.000 current 
serials and holds considerable backruns of many 
titles. They are arranged in broad subject groups. 
Within each class number titles are arranged 
alphabetically. 

Journals 
Journals (or periodicals) are published by commercial 
firms, learned societies, research organisations, 
universities, etc. The most recent issues are displayed 
on Level 3 and backruns are shelved on Levels 1 and 
2. Current issues of journals must be consulted in the 
Library. Non-current volumes are available on 48 hour 
loan to staff and research students with the exception 
of some statistical journals and official publications. 

Abstracting and Indexing Journals 
These publications are used to trace journal articles, 
reports and other material relevant to particular topics. 
They are identified by ABS in the online catalogue and 
are shelved in the Abstracts Collection on 
Level3. 

Official Publications 
Many British Government publications are issued in 
numbered series and are treated as serials in the 
library. These parliamentary papers include 
Command Papers, House of Commons Papers and 
Bills, Hansard and Acts of Parliament. The Collection 
also contains European Commun(ties publications and 
many statistical serials published by national 
governments and intemationai organisations. 

L 
I 

Standards 

. ' -- ··- ---'-·'· 

A complete reference set of British Standards is 
held on microfiche in the audio-visual area. Loan 
copies of selected standards are shelved at 602 
on Level 1. Current catalogues of American and 
European standarOs are also held. 

Reports 
These publications include scientific and technical 
research reports and annual reports of companies 
and businesses. They are available for loan to all 
members of the University. 

Catalogues 
Details of the Library's holdings of serial titles may 
be obtained via the online catalogue (OPAC), 
which may be searched by title, keyword or the 
name of the body responsible for a serial· learned 
societies, government departments and so on. 
leaflet 6 describes the online catalogue and its:
use in more detail. 

There is also a serials catalogue on microfiche, ...... · 
listing the library's holdings by title, subject and 
sponsoring body. This is not as up-to-date as 
OPAC but is useful when OPAC is not available. 

,· 
I 
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Assistance and Enquiries 
· Enquiries about serials which cannot be located or 

about using the various lists and guides should be 
taken to the Serials Office on Level3. 
Material not held by the library can usually be obtained 
through the Inter-Library loan service {see leaflet 9). 
Copies of many articles on reading lists are available in 
the Short loan Collection (see Leaflet 4). 

Serials Class Numbers 
001.5 Communication 
001.6 CompUter Science 
010 Bibliography 
020 library Science.' 

7 

. , 050 Generai PeriodiC'als 
and Newspapers ).} 

100 Philosophy 
Psychology··. 

300 Social Sciences 
301 Sociology 
320 PoliticS 
328 British Official Publications 
328.4 European Communities 

Official PubJ!cations 
330 Economics 
338 Company Economics 
340 Law .-
350 Public Administration 
360 . Social Welfare ' . . 370 "'-..._EducatiOn 
400 t.anguage 
500 Science {general) 
509 History of Science 

and Technology 
510 Mathematics 
530 Physics 
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540 Chemistry 
550 Geosciences 
570 Biology 
602 Standards : . .-

() • 610 Medicine 
612 Physiology/Ergonomics 
620 Engineering 
621 Mechanical Engineering 
621.3 Electrical Engineering/Robotics 11 . 

' . 624 Civil Engineering 
629 Transport "' 658 Management 
660 Chemical Technology j:) 
670 Manufacturing Technology 
700 Arts and Crafts't 111 
711 Planning 
720 Architecture 
780 Music ::tl 
790 Recreation IJl 
796 Sport 
BOO Literature 
900 History 
910 Geography 

.. Design and Artwork by Audio Visual Services Loughborough University of Technology 
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the services and materials located 
on Level 2 should be directed to 
the staff at the Desk. 

Open University material 
Open University (OU) course units 
are treated separately from other 
material and are to be found next- ·
to Oversize Books on Level 2. 
They are arranged In OU course 
code order and ldenllfied by the 
location code OU on OPAC. 

Overnight storage 
Two overnight storage shelf units 
are available for users wishing to 
leave items temporarily In the 
Library. However, items ol 
personal value and books which 
have not been Issued should not 
be left In these units. 

Oversize books 
Books which are too big to fit Into 
standard shelving ar~ housed 
separately by class number near 
the main entrance to Level 2. Items 
placed In this collection are 
identified by the letter Z before the 
class number on OPAC. 

Pamphlets 
Pamphlets are books which are 
too flimsy to be shelved in the 
main book sequence. They are 
therefore housed in a separate 
sequence close to the main 
entrance to Level 2. Pamphlets are 
denoted by the letter P before their 
class number on OPAC. 

Photocopier 
A card-operated photocopier Is 
available on Level 2 for use on 
weekdays between 9 am and 5.30 
pm. Cards may be purchased from 
the Issue Desk on Level 3, where 
there are also photocopying 

. machines for use during evenings 
and at weekends. 

Serials 
The main collections of serials in 
the Arts, Humanities and Social 
Sciences are kept in rlass number 
order (and then alphabetically by 
title) on Level 2. Recent Issues are 
displayed on L&vel 3. 

Statistics 
Collections of stallstlcal data, 
including many official statistical 
serials, are kept at310 in the 
Serials Collection .. 

Theses 
LUT theses a1e hOused In a single 
alphabetical sequence by author, 
near the main entrance to Level 2. 
Archive copies are also held In 
secure shelving elsewhere on 
Level 2. Theses are ldentilied in 
the onllne catalogue only by the 
tetter T; a computer printout kept 
on the table to the side of the 
entrance to t.evef 2 makes it 
possible to find theses on a given 
subject. 

Teaching Practice Collection 
This Is a separate collection of 
books for the use primarily of 
student teachers. Items which 
appear In this collection appear in 
the online catalogue with the prefix 
J before their class numbers. 

Further Information may be obtained from appropriate Library Leaffets or 
from Library staff at the Information Desk on Leve/2 or in the Information 
Office on Level 3. 

' ' \ 
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Loughborough University of Technology 
Pilkington Library 

INFORMATION SHEET 

GUIDE TO LEVEL 2 

Level 2 of the Pifkington Library contains the major part of the Library's stock 
in the arts. humanities and social scit;mces. In addition, there ere a number 
of special collections of material held on this Level, brief details of which are 
provided In this leaflet. 

Books 
The book collection on Level 2 is 
divided into three main blocks. The 
first (001·301) contains books on 
subjects which include Computer 
Science, Librarianship, 
Philosophy, Psychology and 
Sociology. The second (301·899) 
includes books on Politics, 
Economics, Education, 
Languages, Arts, Sport and 
Literature. The third (900-999) 
contains books on Geography and 
History. A brief guide to the subject 
classification is provided overleaf. 

Carrels 
A number of lockable study carrels 
are provided on Level 2 mainly for 
the use of staff and research 
postgraduates. Details of booking 
procedures may be obtained from 
the General Enquiries Desk on 
Level 3. 

Catalogues 
Six terminals are available on 
Level 2 for public access to the 
online catalogue (OPAC). In 
addition, four microfiche readers 

are also provided for consulting 
the Serials catalogues, which are 
not yet available on OPAC. 

European Communities 
material 
As a European Documentallon 
Centre the University Library 
receives a substantial amount of 
documents and publications 
issued by the institutions of the 
European Communities. Most of 
this material is kept at 328.4 in the 
Serials Collection on Level 2. 

Government publlcatlons 
The Library has an extensive 
collection of British government 
publications. Parliamentary 
material, Including Command 
Papers and Hansard, Is held at 
328 in the Serials Collection on 
Level 2. 

Information Desk 
The Information Desk is located 
near the main entrance to Level 2 
and Is staffed during office hours In 
term-time. All enquiries regarding 
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LEGEND 

1. Information Desk 
2. Toilet (Male) 
3. Toilet (Female) 
4. Carrels 

3 5. Microfiche catalogues 
6. Theses printout "l'-
7. Storage units c 
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MAIN CLASS NUMBERS 
J') 

001 - 099 Computer Science ol 
Librarianship . 
Information Science w 

1 00 - 199 Philosophy Psychology 

200-299 Religion 

300-399 Social Sciences 

400-499 Languages 

700-799 Arts Sport 

800· 899 Literature 

900-999 Geography History 
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/ LOUGHBOROUGH UNIVERSITY OF TECHNOLOGY 
PILKINGTON LIBRARY 

English and Drama in the Library: a location guide 

Literature is cl:issified at numbers ranging from 800 to 899. All literature, therefore, has a 
class number beginning with 8. 

The second digit signifies the language in which the work was written, except in the case of 
American literature which is allocated a separate number from all other literature written in 
English. Thus: 

800" 809 

810" 819 

820 "829 

830" 839 

840" 849 

850" 859 

860" 869 

870" 879 

880" 889 

890" 899 

Theory of literature; collections from more than one language. 
American literature 

English literature 

German and Gennanic literatures 

French and Romance literature 
Italian literature 

Spanish and Portuguese literatures · 
Latin literature 
Greek literature 

Other literatures 

The third digit signifies literary fonn. Thus: 

821 English poetry 826 English letters 

822 English ruama 827 English satire 

823 English fiction 828 English miscellanies; miscellaneous writings 
824 English essays 829 is used for Old English/Anglo-Saxon literature 
825 English speeches 

I 
The same digits are apPlied to other literatures, except Latin and Greek which are slightly 
different (but not so much as to cause you problems). ThUs: 

821 English poetry 823 · English fiction 

831 Gemian poetry 843 French fiction 

811 American poetry 863 Spanish fiction 

The third digit is always followed by a decimal point (its function is purely mnemonic). If 
the number following the decimal point is anything other than 0, it signifies period- th\;l 
lower the number, -the e~lier the period: Thus: 

821 English poetry_ 821.5 602- 1745 

.I 1066-1400 .6 1745 • 1800 

.2 1400" 1558 .7 1800" 1837 . 

. 3 1588" 1625 .8 1837" 1900 

.4 1625" 1702 .911900" 

. ,'• 
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// Other literatures are similarly subdivided by period- but remember that American literature 
/ has a much briefer history so that .S indicates the 20th century, not the early 18th! 

Individual authors are given the class number which relates to the language, form and 
period of their work, followed by the first three letters of the authors surname. This applies 
both to works by the author and to criticism of the work, and is simply a device to ensure that 
the two are to be found together. Thus: 

82L1CHA Chancer's poetry, followed by criticism/ biography of Chancer. 

842.9!GEN Plays by Jean Genet, followed by criticism of his plays. 

The books are arranged in this sequence on the shelves, and, if you look up an author using 
'Author search' on the on!ine catalogue (OPAC) you will find listed frrst works by the author, 
followed by critical and biographical works about him. 

Aspects of literature and types of books are indicated by a useful device known as 
'common sub-divisions'. These can be applied to almost any number indicating literature, 
form and period, and are shelved in the library after books by and about individual authors. 
Thus: 

822.3 

822.303 

813.5 

813.509 

832.91 

Elizabethan drama 

Dictionaries of Elizabethan drama 

American fiction, 20th cen_tury 
Critical histories of American fiction of the 20th century 

German plays, 20th century 

832.9108 Anthologies of German plays of the 20th century 

03, 08, and 09 are the most frequently used common subdivisions: if you notice other such 
numbers after the period s1,1bdivision, you will probably now find it quite easy to work out 
their significance. ' 

' 
Languages are classified in a closely parallel way, the frrst digit being 4 instead of 8, and no 
separate block of numbers having to be allocated to American. Thus: 

400 • 409 General works on language 

410-419 Linguistics, semantics, etc. 

420 • 429 Ertg!ish language 

430- 439 9erman language 

440- 449 !'rench language 

and so on. 

.. ~· 
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1 
792 General works on theatre 

.02 Theatre arts 

.022 Theatre in education 

.0226 Theatre for young people 

.0232 Production 

.0233 Direction 

.ois Stage management; stage design; scenery; lighting, etc . 

. 026 Stage costume 

.027 Stage make-up 

.028 Acting; stage movement 

.07 Drama training 

.09 History of theatre 

.0938 Greek theatre 

792.2 

792.3 

792.7 

792.8 

.09415 Irish theatre 

.0942 English/British theatre 

.0943 German theatre 

.0944 French theatre 

.0947 Russian theatre 

.0951 Chinese theatre 

.0952 Japanese theatre 

.096 African theatre 

.0973 American theatre 

Comedy 

Mime, pantomime 

Music hall 

Ballet 

793.3 Dance 

Other numbers which may be useful to you are: 
/. 

791.43 tinema 372.66 Drama in primary schools 
' 

.44 ;Radio 375.792 Drama in secondary schools. Child drama 

.45 Television 375.7933 Modern educational dance 

.53 Puppetry 

This should enable you to begin to locate what you require. It does not obviate the need to 
use the online catalogue (OPAC) also. Use the 'Author search' to locate books by/about 
individual authors, the 'Subject search' to find class numbers for subjects~ and, of course, ask 
the library staff for help when you require it. 

3 
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APPENDIX 4: INTERVIEWS. 

Interview with Eric Davies, 11/6/92. 

1) What typical enquiries do you receive from new students of 

English? 

Similar to typical enquiries from any student ie. orientation 

problems such as 'where is the reference section?' 

or 'I know my books are at 820 but where is 820? 

Tackled by, for example, sign posting, library tours, but not 

always successful. Sometimes students approach staff with a topic. 

The most difficult are broad, open ended topics. This problem 

occurs with all subjects and English is no exception. As well as 

locational information, sometimes the librarian has to suggest 

suitable sources, without trespassing on the role of the lecturer or 

being too prescriptive. 

Enquiry points are a way of coping with the problems of students 

trying to use a sizeable organisation with which they are 

unfamiliar. Library tours play a pre-emptive pro-active role in 

tackling this problem. 

2) How would you answer the following questions? 

a) I can't find this item on my reading list? 
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Breaks down into; i) Where can't you find it? ii) Does it not 

appear in the catalogue? lii) Is it in the catalogue but not on the 

shelf? 

Have to establish wether the student has used OPAC before. If no 

then a practical demonstration is needed. If item searched for is 

found then the location is explained. 

If the item is on the catalogue but not on the shelf then possible 

reasons include; somebody may be using it in the library, it is 

waiting to be shelved, has it been left on somebody's desk or is 1t 

misplaced further along the shelf? 

So can suggest, for example, location of items waiting to be 

shelved, and going back and looking more closely at the 

appropriate shelf to see if it has been misplaced. 

Other difficulties with reading lists include: difference between 

journals and books including typography, abbreviations, 

symposium type of books with a number of contributors and an 

editor. It may be on the reading list under the wrong name, eg. the 

name of the author of the article cited and not the editor. 

b) Where are the books on English? 

From this try to elicit a more specific enquiry from the student, 

maybe using OPAC eg. search term 'English literature.' If a 

prospective student who just wants a general location then suggest 

looking around 820 level2. 'Where are the books on English' is an 

open ended question as Dewey places English language around 420 

and literature around 820. 

There is a need, then, to break the students enquiry down, eg. do 

you need materials on linguistics or literature? Or books on 
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teaching English? (In which case look under curriculum). There is 

no reason why a student should trammel his query into the 

convenient subject areas of Dewey. 

c) Where can I find English subJect Journals? 

Again use OPAC, though not entirely satisfactory. You can 

search by class number but that brings up books as well. At present 

moves are being made to update the software on OPAC to allow for 

partioning. For the browser, however, sufficient advice maybe 

would be to look at journals around 800 for English literature 

(current issues level 3, previous issues level 2). Often the inquirer 

wants something more detailed, eg. an article in a journal, but does 

not know of an abstracting service, and so does not really know 

what to ask for. It is up to the expertise of the librarian to tactfully 

elicit this real need through dialogue with the user. So an 

apparently simple enquiry may turn out to be an opening to 

something much more complicated. What is it about English 

journals that is wanted? 

d) Where can I find books on Elizabethan literature? 

Because this question is more precise we can use subject search 

on OPAC, or a keyword search. Many users will not be familiar 

with these methods of searching, though they may be used to 

author and author/title searches. New students may need 

shepherding into subject searching, so they become aware of the 

different ways this can be done and the different qualities of output 

they will provide. 
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3) What are the most recent writings I studies on English held by 

the library? What are these? 

Secondary services: abstracting and Indexing services, CD ROM 

and Network services eg. Arts and Humanities Index on BIDS. The 

practicality of the query determines which of these sources to use. 

If for example, a student wants material for a presentation next 

day, then he wants a quick source which will lead to materials 

readily available from the library, eg. he/she may look for recent 

writings on BIDS Arts and Humanities then check on OPAC for 

availability. 

4) How can I find out about English sub!ect books and serials not 

held by the library? 

Abstracts, Bibliographies, eg. Books In Print. 

5) I want to order a book but don't know if it is In print. How do I 

check? How do I get full bibliographical details of that book? 

Books In Print Plus (Bowker), an American publisher, and 

Bookbank (Whittaker), a UK based source, are 2 main sources 

which will give full details of books. BNB (on hard copy or CD 

ROM) gives comprehensive bibliographical details but does not say 

if in print. It gives a 'snapshot' of the book when published. The 

American National Union Catalogue and British Library 

Catalogue also give comprehensive bibliographical information 

but no information on print status. 
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6) I'm looklnfl for chapters in English literature criticism on a 

specific subJect. What's the quickest way I can do this? 

Very difficult to search at chapter level here, as a lot of very good 

English subject books are poorly indexed. 

7) I'm looklnfl for articles in English Journals. What's the best 

source for doing this? 

Key one Is the MIA (Modem Language Association of America) 

Bibliography available on hard copy and disc. The CD ROM is 

easier to use. Arts and Humanities Citation Index on the network 

is also good for this, also available in hard copy. 

8) What are the main printed and electronic secondm:y sources for 

English subJects? 

See above. 

9) What are the main abstracting and Indexing Journals for 

Enfllish subJects? 

As above. 

10) What are the main Journals In English studies? 

See later Interview with Christine Hallam and Mike Cheyney. NB. 

This is an area which involves a lot of qualitative assessment. 
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11) What are the main Reference works for English subJects? 

In 820 section of the Reference collection, eg. Dictionary of 

Uterary Biography, which includes details on many topics. This is 

a 'Godsend.' Oxford and Cambridge Companions to English 

Uterature are also useful. 

Interview: Mike Cheyney, 22/6/92. 

1) What typical enquiries do you receive from new students of 

English? 

No great difference from the 'banal' type query of other subjects. 

2) How would you answer the following questions? 

a) I can't find this item on my reading list? 

Have you exhausted logical sources eg. catalogue? Have you 

checked bibliographical details? Are the details correct? 

b) Where are the books on English? 

What do you mean by English? eg. language/literature. 
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c) Where can I find English subJect Journals? 

What kind of English? Use OPAC to the best of its potential. 

d) Where can I find books on Elizabethan literature? 

This is a more specific topic, throwing the whole thing much 

wider, ie. doing a proper literature search. What kind of level do 

you want to do the literature search? How far do you want to go? Is 

it material in the library, or outside? Do you mean books, or 

journal articles? Users often want more than their first enquiry 

indicates, so after the scope is determined, exhaust various 

bibliographical sources, new and conventional (eg. MLA on CD 

ROM and hard copy). 

3) What are the most recent writings I studies on English held by 

the library? eg. Serials. 

Current serials collection. 

Any Official Publications? 

Yes, in language, not really literature, certainly on the teaching 

of English. There are a vast amount of teaching official 

publications, inc. Parliamentary papers, both amongst serials on 

level 2 and reports not classified as serials dispersed among books, 

accessible by searching on OPAC. 
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4) How can I find out about English subJect books and serials not 

held by the libracy? 

Reference collection, conventional bibliographies, eg. Ulrich and 

related bibliographical sources are good for this. Also we can 

check up on other libraries resources using networks eg. BIDS. 

5) I want to order a book but don't know if it is in print. How do L 

check? How do I get full bibliographical details of that book? 

For bibliographical details conventional sources are important 

eg. Ubrary of Congress and British Library Catalogue, because of 

the broad subject nature of English the further the source goes back 

the better, and some CD ROM sources do not go very far back. These 

catalogues are in the Reference collection. Books in Print and 

Whittakers' Bookbank are the only sources which give print 

information.· 

6) I'm looking for chapters in English literature criticism on a 

specific subject. What's the quickest way I can do this? 

CD ROM, MLA Bibliography. 

7) I'm looking for articles in English journals. What's the best 

source for doing this? 

MLA Bibliography. Highlight the usefulness of conventional 

sources such as the British Humanities Index, Arts and Humanities 

Citation Index and Humanities Index (Wilson Publications) and 
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the Readers Guide to Periodicals Literature ( a general guide 

including English publications). The MLA is the most reliable, but 

an exhaustive search (20/30 years) will necessitate using hard copy 

as CD ROM only goes back 10 years. 

8) What are the main printed and electronic secondary sources for. 

English subjects? 

See above. 

9) What are the main abstracting and indexing Journals for 

English subJects? 

As above. 

10) What are the main Journals in Engl!sh studies? 

Not possible to answer. 

11) What are the main Reference works for English subJects? 

See collection. eg. Oxford/ Cambridge Histories, Grangers' Poetxy 

Index, Fiction Index. 
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Further Probes: Christine Hallam. 

1) Can you think of any reports. official publications or standards 

relevant to studies In English? 

No, except in Education, that is teaching of English. See 370's, 

serials and books. 

2) Where can a student find: 

il the most recent writings/studies In English held by the librruy? 

ill not held by the librmy? 

MLA and Arts and Humanities Citation Index will give details of 

both. Check OPAC to see If in stock. 
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APPENDIX5 

LISTING OF THE 'LEONARDO' KNOWLEDGE BASE 

INFO -FIND. 

A5.1 RUNNING THE PROTOTYPE 

1) Check that the file ifind6.pkb is present in the directory where 

the 'Leonardo' expert system shell is resident. 

2) Start Leonardo by typing leo at the prompt and pressing 

Return. 

3) Choose rues from Leonardo's main menu by typing f. 

4) Type 1 to load a file. 

5) At the prompt, type ifind6 then press Return. 

6) Type e to execute, followed by d to run ifind6 using the default 

method. 

7) iflnd6 will start after a few moments. Instructions and help 

messages are given on screen. 
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A6.2 INFO -FIND PROTOYPE LISTING 
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1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 ' 28 
29 
.30 
31 
32 
33 
34 
35 
36 
37 
38 
39 
40 
41 
42 
43 
44 
45 
46 
47 
48 
49 
50 
51 
52 
53 
54 
55 
56 
57 

seek t"eSOLtr•ces 

if requit•ement is 'General location' 
or requirement is 'Specific subject items' 
then ask eng __ course_menu 

if requirement is 'General location' 
and eng_c:oLtrse_menu is 'English and Dr.'i'.\ma' 
then resoLtrce1 is required; 
say t•esoLtrr.:e 1; 
resources is done 

if requir•ement is 'General location' 
and eng __ c:ourse_menu is 'English and Education' 
then resoLwce1 is r•equired; 
say resource!; 
t'Emm.u•ces is done 

i ·f eng_cout•se_menu is 'Eng 1 ish and Drama' 
and requirement is 'Specific subject items' 
then ask enqlish_specific_sLtbjec:t 

i·f eng_cour··se_menu is 'English and Education' 
and r•equin'!ment is 'Specific subject items' 
then ask pg_r•es_eng_specific_subject 

if requirement is Serials 
then , ask t"equi red_conc:ern 

fat• all english_serials 
i·f required_c:onc::et'n ovet•laps conc:et•n: of english_serials 
then t•equit•ed_conc:ern includes name: of english_serials; 
reqt.lit•ed_r.:onc:ewn includes location: of english_serials; 
requit'ed_concet•n im:ludes class_number: of english_serials; 
say r·equi t•ed_conc:ern; 
resOLirces is found 

if requit·ement is 'Repot•ts and Official publications' 
then Ser is reqLtit•ed; 
say Ser; 
t·esout·c:es is found 

if requirement is 'Theses' 
then Tes is t•equit'ed; 
say Tes; 
t·esourc:es is found 

if requirement is 'Bibliographic sources' 
then ask bibmen 

if bibmen is 'recent materials' 
then infoa is required; 
say infoa; 
t·esCJurc:es is foLtnd 

,• .. 
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:su 
59 
60 
61 
62 
63 
64 
65 
66 
67 
68 
69 
70 

\ 71 
72 
73 
74 
75 
76 
77 
78 
79 
80 
81 
82 

~-
83 
84 
85 
86 ' 87 
88 
89 
90 
91 
92 
93 
94 
95 
96 
97 
98 
99 

lOO 
101 
102 
to::::: 
104 
105 
106 
107 
108 
109 
110 
111 
112 
113 
114 
115 
116 

'· 

if bibmen is 'non-recent materials' 
then infob is requit~ed; 
say infob; 
r•esoLtrces is ·found 

if bibmen is 'checking item is in print' 
then infoc is requir·ed; 
say infac; 
resources is found 

if bibmen is 'articles in journals' 
then infod is r·e-~quir·ed; 

say infod; 
t'E?SOL\t"CE?S iS fOLtnd 

if requit•ement is 'Refer·ence sources' 
then ask Refs 

if Refs is 'Biographical summarims' 
then Refl is required; 
say Refl; 
t·esout·ces is found 

if Refs is 'Addt·esses and telephone numbers' 
then RE:~f2 is t•equir•ed; 
say Ref2; 
resources is found 

if Refs is 'Language reference' 
then Ref3 is required; 
say ~ef3; 
r·eso~.,~rces is found 

if english_speci·fic_st.\bjec:t is Fiction 
then Fie: is required; 
say Fie; 
resout·ces is found 

if english_specific_subject is 'English literatur~e· 
or english __ spec:ific_~SL!bject is 'Scottish literatw·e' 
then Els is required; 
say Els; 
r·esourc:es is found 

i f eng 1 i s~1 _Ppec: if ic:_sub j ec: t i 5 Drama 
then Ora is required; 
say Dt•a; 
resout•c:es is found 

i·f english_specific:_subjec:t is Ct·itic:ism 
then Crit is required; 
say Crit; 
t•esourc:es is foL\nd 

if pg_t•es_eng_specific __ sub,iect is Criticism 
then Crit is required; 
say Crit; 
t·esout·c:es is found 

llo 
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118 
119 
120 
121 
122 
123 
124 
125 
121. 
127 
128 
129 
130 
131 
132 
133 
134 
135 
13o ·-----
137 
138 
139 
140 
141 
142 
143 
144 
14'5 ~ 

146 
147 
148 
149 
150 
151 
1 '=''":> "'-
153 
154 
155 
156 
157 
158 =::::::=--

- ... ..) 

159 
160 
161 
162 
163 
164 
165 
166 
167 
168 
169 
170 
171 
172 
173 
174 
175 

if english_specifir:_SLlbjec:t is LinguistiCs 
then Ling is required; 
say Ling; 
resources is found 

if pg_res_eng_spec:ific_subject is Linguistics 
then Ling is required; 
s;ay Ling; 
resour·ces is found 

i·f english_sp~?cific:_subjec:t is 'Canadian literatLlre' 
or english_spec:ific_subject is 'Amet•ic:an liter·ature' 
then Amlit is required; 
say f.'mlit; 
resour•ces is found 

if english __ speci·fic_subjec:t is 'Wt·iting women' 
then Worn is required; 
say Worn; 
t•esoLlt·ces is found 

if pg_r·es_eng __ specific:_sLlbject is 'Writing women • 
then Worn is r~equ i r•ed; 
say Wom; 
r~esources is found 

if english_specific_subject is Poetry 
then Poe is r~equired; 
so~y Poe; 
resources is found 

if eriglish .... spec:ific_subject is '17th Century' 
then '17C is t'equit•ed; 
say 17C; 
t'E!Sot.trc:es is found 

if .english_specific_subject is '18th Centur·y· 
then 18C is required; 
say 18C; 
r~esaut'ces is foLtnd 

if english_specific_sLtbject is '19th Century' 
then 19C is requ i r·ed; 
say 19C; 
resources is found 

i·f pg_res_eng_spec:ific_subject is 'Renaissance Poett'Y and Drama' 
then Ren is r·equir·ed; 
say Ren; · 
t'esout•ces is foLtnd 

if pg_res_eng_specific:_subject is 'Modern literature' 
then Mod is r~equit'ed; 

say Mod; 
resoLwces is foLmd 

if pg_res_eng_specific_subject is 'Shot·t nat•rative' 
then Shor is reqLtir•ed; 

.. 
• 
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1/6 <.5<~Y Shtw; 
177 resour·ces is found 
178 
179 if pg_r!:~s_eng_spec i ·f ic_sub .i !:!:!et is ·Drama in EdLtcat ion· 
180 then Dred is requit~ed; 
181 say Dt~ed; 
182 resources is found 
183 
184 if pg_t•es_eng_specific_subject is 'Teaching English' 
185 then Teach is t~equired; 
186 say Teach; 
187 r~;?sources is found 
188 
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Object Number~ : 1--·J;::~n-·UU 1.1~uu 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 ' 27 
28 
29 
30 
31 
32 
33 
34 
35 
36 
37 
38 
39 
40 
41 
42 

N;01me: resoLlt·ces 
Lo119Nam~?: 

Type: Te>:t 
Value: 

Cet•tainty: 
Der·i vedFt·om: 

DefaultValue: 
FixedValue: 

AllowedValue: 
CamputeValue: 

On Error·: 
QueryPt•ompt: 

QueryPrefac:e: 
E>:pansion: 

Commen ta r·y: 
IntrodLlction: 

*************************"""****·11--JE·******·M-** 
* Welcome to INFO-FIND, an expert * 
* * 
* system designed to help neN sh1dents * 
* * 
* of the Department of English and * 
* * 
* Dt•ama find r·elevant resout•ces for * 
* * 
* the it• cour·se. * 
* • 
* by A dam L. Brooks. * 
* * 
* LEONARDO, 1992. * 
*********************"""***'"'***'"'*-ll•·ll-·lt·lt·ll-****'"' 

Conclusion: 

Thank you for using INFO-FIND. 

I hope it has been of use. 

Staff at the Information Desks on Levels 1, 2 and 3 

will help with any further problems or queries. 

,• .. 
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1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
'":>"'!" 
~~ 

24 
25 
26 
27 
2B ' 29 
30 
31 
32 
33 
34 
35 
36 
37 
38 
39 
40 
41 
42 
43 
44 
45 
46 
47 
48 
49 
50 
51 
52 
53 
54 
55 
56 
57 

Name: requirement 
Long Name: 

Type: Te:.:t 
v.::due: 

Cet~tainty: 

DerivedFrom: 
ForbidUnk: 
Allo"'JedValue: General location, 

Specific subject items, 
Set~ial~s, 

Bibl iogl·~aphic sow~ces, 
Reference sources 
Reports and Official publications 
Theses 

AVE:-:pansion: 
-text for 'General location' 

Choose this option i·f yoL1 
need to locate items but do 
not know what level they an:! 
on, or the class number. 
-text for 'Specific subject items· 

Choose this option if you 
need level, more specific 
class numbers and 
information for eg. 
assignment~:; and r~eotding 

lists. 
-tex~ for 'Serials' 

Choose this option if you 
need, for example, Current 
Jt1Ut"nals. 
-text for 'Bibliographic sources' 

Choose this option if you 
need for example,material 
not held by the library 
and to find out whether an 
item is in print, 
eg. Bibliogr.:;~.phies, 
Catalogues. 
-te:<t fat~ 'Reference sources' 

Choose this option if you 
need Addt~esses and telephone 
no's, Help with spelling/ 
g t"ammar /punctuation, 
Useful summat~ies and 
Definitions, eg. 
Dictionari(.;?s, Dil"ec:tor"ies 
Encycloppaedias, Indexes 
-text for 'Reports and Official publications' 

Choose this option 
if you need, fat• e:·:ample, 

.. ,, 

I -:t 4 
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59 statistics. 
60 -te~:t for 'Tt1eses' 
61 
62 Choose this option if you 
63 need research pt•ojects by 
64 stt.tdents. 
65 
66 Quet•yPt•ompt:Which best describes your infot•mation neects·r-
67 Quet•yPt·efac:e: 
68 Please select an option using CLtrsor keys 
69 and Rehtrn. 
70 Expansion: 
71 S!·?rials as dt~fined in this system ar•e journals ot• perirJdic:als. 
72 
73 
74 

Ob,ject Number : 3 1-Jan-80 0:07 
-·····--·~-·-·-·-···-··-·-·-·-····-·--···-----·-·----··--·"·-----------····---------·-···--·------··---·-·---------··-·---··-·-

I 
2 
3 
4 

6 
7 
8 ~: 

9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 

Nam~-:?: eng_cout·se_menu 
Long Name: 

Type: Text 
Value: 

Cet•tainty: 
Det•ivedFt·om: 

For•b idUnk: 
AllowedValue:English and Drama,English and Education 

Quer·yPt•omp t: Which course intet•ests you? 
Qt.tet•yPreface: 

AvEHpansion: 

School a·f Education and Ht.tmanities. 
Department of Englis~ and Drama. 

If you cannot find a suitable SLtbjec:t, 
try the other option. 

-text for 'English and Drama' 
[I?' r.:ow•se in English. (Undergt•aduate> 

-te:<t for 'English and Education' 
MA in English and Education. 
MPhil & PhD degrees. (Postgraduate) 

.• 

'. ,t 

·~s 
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Object Number : 4 Name: resource! 

2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

10 
11 

Name: resoLwcel 
LongName: 

Type: Text 
Valt..te: 

Cet .. tainty: 
Det•ivedFt·om: 

AllowedValue:Return 
ComputeVa.lue: 

OnEt•rot•: 
QueryPrompt: Please press r·etw·n. 

G!uet•yPt•ef ace: 

1-Jan-80 0:07 

12 
13 

The following screen gives locational infot•mation 
suitable for browsing, or general orientation. 

14 
15 
16 
17 ' 18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 : 

. 
27 
28 
29 

ConclLtsion: 
This screen gives locational information 
suitable for browsing or general orientation. 

English Language is found at: 
Level 2 
Class number 420-

English LiteratLn-e is foLmd at: 
Level 2 
Class number 820-

English in EdLtcation is found at: 
Level 2 
Class numbe:!r 370-

30 Use maps and signs at entrance to and around each level. 
31 
32 

Object l\lumbet• 5 Name: eng 1 ish_spec if ic_sub ject 1-J an-·80 0: 07 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------

2 
3 
4 

Name: 
Long Name: 

Type: 

5 Certainty: 
6 DerivedFrom: 
7 ForbidUnk: 

eng 1 i sh_spec if ic_sub ,iect 
English subjects. 
Te>:t 

8 AllowedValue:Fictian,Poetry,Drama,Criticism,Linguistics, 
9 English litet•ature,American liter~atw~e,Scottish litet~ature, 

10 Canadian litet•ature,Writing women,17th Centut·y, 
11 18th Century, 19th CentLtry 
12 GlLteryPrompt~ Which subject interests you? 
13 QueryPreface: 
14 Subjects from the undergraduate English cout•se 
15 BA (Hens}, Department of English ~( Dt~ama. 
16 

... 
' 

126 

,• .. 
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Ub ject Number· : 6 !\lame: pg_t·es_eng_sp(:)C if ic __ SLlb ,jec:t 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 

Name: pg __ r·es_eng_spec if ir.:_sub jec t 
LongName: 

Type: Text 
Value: 

Cer•tainty: 
Der· i vedFr·om: 

For•bidUnk: 
AllowedValue:Criticism,Renaissance Poetry e>.nd Drama,Wr•iting women, 

Linguistics,Modern literature,Short narrative, 
Drama in Education,Teaching English 

OnEt•r•rn•: 
Gluer•yPr•ompt:Whir.::h subject inter·ests you? 

G!uer•yPr·eface: 
Course items for MA in English and Education. 
Possible subjects for resecu•ch in the Dep.::wtment 
of Eng 1 i st1 and Drama. 

Object Number : 7 Name: r·equi r•ed_concer•n 1-Jan-80 0:08 
------·------·-------------------·----------·--·---·-------------------------------·---

1 
2 • 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
B 
9 

10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 

Name: requir•ed_concer·n 
Long Name: 

Type: List 
Value: 

Cer·tainty: 
DerivedFt•om: 
Fot·b.idUnk: 

AllowedValue:Fiction,Poetry,Drama,Criticism,Linguistics, 
English literature, 
Amer•ican 1 i terature, Scottish 1 i ter·ature, 
Can~•di.::o.n liter•ature,(I.Jriting women, 17th Century, 
18th Century, 19th Century, 
Renaissance Poetr·y and Drama, 
Modern literature,Short narrative, 
Drama in Education, Teaching English, 

QueryPrompt:Which subjects interest you? 
QueryPreface:This will select current journals, indicating if 
back numbers are held and also the class numbet• and location .. 
Select subjects from the menu by 
using <insert> and <delete> keys. 
Conclusion: 

Title: [name: of english_serials, 150J 
Location: [location: of english_serials, 1503 
Class number: Cclass_number: of english __ set•ials, J 
Subjects: [concern: of english_seJ··ials 160J 

,• .. 
1-:l. 7 
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Object NLlmber : 8 N<.!l.rne: english_ser~ials 1-J~•n-80 0:08 
··--------·---------·--~---·-· .. ···--·-·-~----····---------·--·--·-------------·--·-··---------·-··------·--·- .. ---··----·· 

'1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
2:3 
24 

Name: engl ish_seri.als 
Long Name: 

Type: Class 
ForbidUnk: 
Members:Amer•ican Lit~ ,Contemporary Lit. ,Canadian Lit., 
Scottish Litet·ar·y,College English,Ct•itical Survey, 
Essays in Criticism, Critical Inqui~y,Diacritic:s, 18th Century Studies, 
English,Eng.Lit.Renaissance,Eng.Lit.History, 
E.Lit.in Transition, Modern Lang.Studies, 
Milton Quarterly,Renaissance Q'ly,Review of E.Studies, 
Seventeenth Century, Shakespeare Q' 1 y, Sewanee Review, 
Studies in Eng.Lit,Style, 
Tennyson Research,Victot~ian Poett'y,Vic.Pet'iodic:als, Textual Pt•actice, 
PMLA,Notes ~( Quer'ies,l9th Century Lit.,NeW Literar~y Hist, 
Modern Philology, Modet'n LangLlage, Moder~n Drama, Moder·n Fiction, 
Huntingtcn Library,TLS,J.of Linguistics, J.of Pragmatics, 
English & Media,Language,Language & Speech,Lang.& Society, 
Lang.& Style,J.of Semantics,Scottish Lang.,Text,Times Hig~er Ed., 
Times Ed.Supplement,llse of English,English in Ed. 

MemberS lots: 
concet•n: 
location: 
c 1 ass_numbet': 

·' .. 
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Ob .iec:t Number : t·~<:o·une: Ser 

1 
2 
.3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 

Name: Ser 
Long Name: 

Type: Text 
Value: 

Cet~tainty: 

DerivedFrom: 
Conclusion: 

Reports and Official Publications exist for English Language subjects 
and teaching English subjects but not for literature. 
These are amongst backt"LinS of serials on Level 2 
<most current with current serials on Level 3> 
Under class nLimbers 400 <language> and 370 (education>. 
Reports and Official Publications not classified as serials are 
dispersed in the book stacks, according to subject. 
They .tH"e accessible by seat"ching on OPAC. 

Object Number : 14 Name: Tes 1-Jan-80 0:09 
------------------------------------------------------------------·-------------------

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 

Name: Tes 
LongName: 

Type: Text 
Value: 

Certainty: 
Det~ivedFrom: 

De·faLtl tValue: 
Fi}:edValue: 

AllowedValue: 
ComputeValue: 

OnEtTor: 
Quer~yPr~omp t: 

Quer·yPr•ef ace: 
E~:pansion: 

Commentat•y: 
Intr·oduction: 

Conclusion: 
Theses can be found on Level 2 (follow signing to Theses stacks). 
They .owe searchable orl OPAC, indicated by (T>. 
OPAC also gives year of completion. 
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Object Numb et~ : 10 

2 
3 ' 4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26~: 

27 
28 
29 

Name: bibmen 
Longl\lame: 

Type: Text 
Value: 

Cer~tainty: 

DerivedFt•am: 
Fot·bidUnk: 

AllowedValue:recent materials,non-recent materials, 
checking item is in print, 
articles in journals 

AVE:<pans i.on: 

-text for 'most recent materials' 

Helpful sour·c:e~s here include 
CD F\om Catalogw·:!S 
and Bibliogt''aphies 
-text for 'non-recent materials' 

Choose this O::lption 
for mot•e ext!ensive searches 
(going back more than 10 years> 
-text for 'checking item is in print' 

Choose this option 
if you want to check 
that it is'still possible 
to order an item. 
-text for 'articles in journals' 

Hel~1 ful sources het•e ;nclLlde 
Bibliographies dr~ Indexes 

: -

f.--5 JW-0..1 U. Cl, 

30 
31 
32 
33 
34 
35 

Quer>·Pr~ompt:Do you require Bibliographical details for: 

36 Expansion: 
37 Bibliographic details include freqLlency, 
38 pub 1 isher, author etc. 

Object Number : 16 Name: infoa 1-Jan-80 0:09 ------------------------------------------------------------------------------, 
Name: infoa 

2 Long Name:' 
.3 
4 

Type: Text 
Value: 

5 Certainty: 
6 Det•ivedFr~om: 

7 Conc1L1sion: 
8 For details on items that have been published less than 
9 10 year~s try the following bibliogr·aphic sour~ces on CD Ram, 

10 Cask at issue desk on level 3>. 
11 
12 Books in Pt•int Plus (US> 
13 
14 Bookbank CW() 
15 
16 DNB <British National Bibliography) 
17 
18 MLA <Modern Language Association of amet•ica) 
19 
20 Entc <Edt.lcational Resources Infot•ma·tion Centre> 
21 
22 The Arts and Humanities Citation Inde:-: on 
23 the network database BIDS <Bath Infor·mation 
24 and Data Service). 
25 See Information desk on Level 3 to register. 
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~~-: ~~: -~~~~~~-~- -~-~~---- -~~~~:_:~~~~-=--=--~---~-------·---------::~~~ =-~~--~~:.:~----~ 
1 : Name: infob I 

2 : LongName; 
3 Type: Text 
4 : Value: 
5 Certainty: 
6 DerivedFPom: 
7 Conclusion: 
8 For more e:·:haustive searches for~ items that go back more 
9 than 10 years there are the following HARDCOPY (bookform) 

10 sources: 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 

National Union Catalogue 
<Level 3, Refer·ence collection, class number 015.73Lib) 

Modern Language Association of Amet·ica 
<Level 3, Abstract collection, class nwnbet• 800 MLA) 

Ulrichs' International Periodicals Directory 
<Level 3, Hefet·~:mcE~ c:ollection, class numbF.H~ 050 ULR) 

21 Arts and Humanities Citation Index 
22 (Level 3, Abstract collection, class number 050 ART) 
23 
24 
25 

Wilscns' Humanities Index 
(Level 3, Abstract collection, class number 800 HUM) 

Object Number : 18 Name: infoc 

2 
3 
4 
5 

Name: infoc 
Long Name: 

Type: Text 
Value: 

Certainty: 
DerivedFrom: 

Cone 1 LtS ion: 

1-Jan-80 0: 10 

6 
7 
8 
9 

The following bibliogr~aphies on CD Ram will tell you if your~ item is 
still in pt•int: 

10 
11 
12 

Books in Print F'lLis <US> 

13 Bookbank (Uf() 

14 
15 Ask for these at the Issue Desk, Level 3. 

1'31 
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Obje~ct Number' : .1.· 

--------------------------- ---------- ------ ---- -- ------------------------------------- ---

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 

Name: infod 
Longl\lame: 

Type: Text 
Value: 

Cet~tainty: 

Der~ivedFt~om: 

Conclusion: 
8 The following soLtrces are held by the librat~y to trace ar~ticles in 

9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 

journ.;'lls: 

MLA <Modern Language Association of America) on CD Rom 
(see issue desk Level 3) 
and hardcopy <bookform) 
(Levsl 3, Abstr~act collection, class number BOO MLA) 

16 
17 

Arts and Humanities Citation Index on BIDS network service 
<see infot•rnation desk Level 3) 

18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26~ 

27 
28 

and hardcopy 
<Level 3, Abstract collection, class number~ 050 ART> 

Wilsons' Humanities Index 
<Level 3, Abstract collection, class number 800 HUM) 

Readers' Guide to Periodicals Litet•ature 
<Level 3, t-~bstract collection, class number• 050 REA> 

Educational Resout•c:es Information Center on CD Rom 
(see issue desk on Level 3) 

Object Number : 20 Name: Refs 1-Jan-80 0: 11 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

10 
11 
12 
13 

l\lame: Refs 
LongName: 

Type: Text 
Value: 

Certainty: 
DerivedFrom: 
ForbidUnk: 

AllowedValue: Biogt•aph ic:al summat·ies, Addresses and telephone nLimber~s, 
La.nguaQe refen;;onc:e 

QueryF't•ompt:WtH:tt type of Re·ference in·fot~mation do you need? 
AVE>:pansion: 
-text for 'Biographical summaries' 

14 Choose this option for 
15 infor~mation on wt•i ter~s/scholars 
16 including short summaries 
17 of their work. 
18 -teHt for 'Addt~esses and telephone numbet"'s · 
19 
20 -teHt for 'Language reference' 
21 
22 Choose this option for~ 

23 linguistical infot"'mation 
24 to help with spelling, 
25 punctuation or definitions. 
26 
27 
28 

1 
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.21 1--Jan-··8(1 0:11 
-------------------·----·--------·---------------------------·-----------------------·-------' 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 ' 27 
28 
29 

Name: Ref1 
Long Name: 

Type: Text 
Value: 

Certainty: 
Der~ivedFn:Jm: 

ConclLlsion: 
The Reference collection is held on Level 3. 

The location is indicated by maps and signing on this level. 

English language is indicated by class numbers R(Reference)400 - 429 

English literature at R BOO - 830 

Bibl iogr•aphies, dictionaries, encyclopaedias and indexes of 
English writers and their~ work are at; 
Level 3, R BOO - 830 
eg. New Cambridge Bibliography of English Litet•atut•e R 820.16 

A Dictionary of Literature in the English Language R 820.3 

Cumulated Fiction Inde>: R 823.0016 CUM 

Gt~anget·s · Poetry Index R 808.81 IND 

British Writers' Encyclopaedia and Index R 820.9 

'Tt"te Charl(;?s Dickens Encyclopaedia <Hat•dwick) R 823.8 

Object Numb et• ,.,.., 
~~ Name: Hef2 1-Jan-·80 0: i 1 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

10 
11 

Name: Ref2 
Long Name: 

Type: Text 
Value: 

Certainty: 
Dc~rivedFt•om: 

Conclusion: 
The Refer•ence Collection is held on Level 3. 

The location is indicated by maps and signing on this level. 

12 English language is indicated by class numbers RCReference) 400 - 429 
13 
14 English litePatut•e at R 800 - 830 
15 
16 
17 For .;tddt•esses and telephone numbers consult Directot•ies held in the 
18 Refet•ence collection. 
19 
20 ~9-
21 
22 The Wt•itet·s' Dit•ectory 1992 - 94 
23 class number R cnefet·ence) 808.02 WRI 
24 
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I 
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Object NLUnber' : 1-Jan--8•.' u:ll 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

I 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

Name: Ref3 
LongName: 

Type: Te~:t 

Value: 
Certainty: 

DerivedFrom: 
Conclusion: 

The Refet~ence collection is held on Level 3~ 

10 The location is indicated by maps and signing on this level. 
11 
12 English language is indicated by class numbers R<Reference)400- 429 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 

English liteL·~atw·e at R 800- 830 

Examples of language r~eter~ence are: 

The Linguistics Encyclopaedia 
class number R <Refet~enc:e) 410.3 

Oxfot·d English Dictionary 
R 423 OXF 

Objec·t Number : 24 Name: Fie 1-Jan-80 0:12 
-----------------------------------------------------------------···-----···-·--·----···-···-·-

1 Name: Fie 
2 LongName: 
3 Type: Text 
4 Value: 
5 Certainty: 
6 Deri vedFt·om: 
7 Conclusion: 
8 Matel ... ials on Fiction in English subjects can be found on 
9 Level 2, Class no. 823 • 

10 If the number following the decimal point after the thit•d 
11 digit is anything other than o, it signifies period - the 
12 lower the number, the ear·lier the period. 
13 So: 823.1 English Fiction 1066 - 1400 
14 823.2 ··· .ltWO 1558 
15 823.3 1588 1625 
16 823.4 1625 - 1702 
17 823.5 1702 1745 
18 823.6 1745 1800 
19 823.7 1800 1837 
20 823.8 1837 1900 
21 823.91 = 1900 -
22 
23 
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Object NumbeP : Name: Els 1-Jan-80 u: 12 --_________________________________________________________ , _________________________________ _ 

2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
31 ' ~~ 

~-· 
33 
34 

Nams: Els 
Long Name: 

Type: Text 
Value: 

Cet~tainty: 

DerivedFt'om: 
Conc:lusion: 

Materials on E:nglish and Scottish literatLtre can be fot.md 
Level 2, class number~ 820 - 829 

The 3t .. d digit requir•es the literary for·m eg. 

821 - English 
822 -
823 -
824 -
825 -
826 
827 -
828 -

poetry 
dt•ama 
fiction 
essays 
speeches 
letters 
satire 
miscellanies. 

If the number following the decimal point after 
is anything other than 0, it signifies period. 
number, the ear•l ier .. the pet•iod 

So: • 1 1066 1400 
.2 1400 1558 
.3 1588 1625 
.4 1625 - 1702 
.5 1702 1745 
.6 .. 1745 - 1800 
.7 1800 1837 
.8 1837 1900 
.91 1900 -

the 3rd digit 
The lower the 

Object Numb et~ 26 Name: Dra 1-Jan-80 0:12 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------···---

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 

Name: Dt~a 

LongName: 
Type: Text 

Value: 
Certainty: 

DerivedFrom: 
Conclusion: 

Materials on Drama in English sLtbj~cts can be found on 
Level 2, Class no. 822. 
If the number following the decimal point after the third 
digit is anything other than 0, it signifies period - 'he 
lower the number, the earlier the period. 
So: 822.1 English Dr~ama 1066 - 1400 

822.2 1400 1558 
822.3 1588 1625 
822.4 1625 - 1702 
822.5 1702 1745 
822.6 1745 - 1800 
822.7 1800 1837 
822.8 183'7 19(!0 
822.91 = 1900 -
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Object l'JumbE<l·'' : 27 1 Jan-·8u 1.1: .:;.. 

------------·--·--·--·------·----·--·--·-------------------------·---·--·--------------------

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
?:"!:. 

Name: Ct~i t 
Long Name: 

Type: TeHt 
Value: 

Certainty: 
Der~ivedFrom: 

Conclusion: 
Far materials an Ct~iticism in English subjects, look far• the 
first 3 letters of the authot~s· sut~nc1.me following the class 
number of that work-

eg. 821.1 CHA = ChaLtcer~s· poetry, followed by cr•iticisrn/biogr~aphy 
of Chaucet~. 

Also look for the common subdivision 09 following the class number 
of a work -

eg. 813.509 = Critical histories of American fiction of the 20th 
Century. 

All English literature books are found on Level 2, 
class number 820-829. 

Object Number : 28 Name: Ling 1-Jan-80 0: 13 
----;------------------·-----·-------·---------------------------------------------

2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 

,9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 

Name: Ling 
Long Name: 

Type: Te:-:t 
Value: 

Certainty: 
DerivedFr~am: 

Conclusion: 
Materials on LingLtistics and the English language can be found 
on Level 2, class numbers as follows: 

400 - 409 
410 419 
420 - 429 

General works on language 
Linguistics, semantics 
English language 

1'36 
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Objr:.>c:t I'JumbE.1 t'' : 29 Name: Amlit 1-Jan-80 0:13 ----------·-----------------·-------·-----------·~-----------··--·-··--·-·---···--·~·-·· .. ---··--·-···-·· 
- -- - - --- - ---- -- -- - I 

2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26~: 

27 
28 
29 
30 
31 
32 
33 
34 
35 

Ne.~ me: Amlit 
LongName: 

Type: Text 
Value: 

Certainty: 
Det' i vedFr~om: 

Conclusion: 
Materials an Amel"ican and Canadian literatw~e can be found 

_Level 2, class number 810- 819 

The 3t'd digit requires the literary form eg. 

811 American poetry 
812 drama 
813 fiction 
814 essays 
815 speeches 
816 letters 
817 satire 
818 miscellanies. 

If the number following the decimal point after 
is anything othet' than 0, it signifies pet'iod. 
number', the earl ieP the pet~iod 

So: • 1 1066 - 1400 
• 2 1400 ~- 1558 
.3 1588 - 1625 
• 4 1625 - 1702 
.5 1702- 1745 
.6 1745 1800 
.7 = 1800 - 1837 
.8 1837 - 1900 
.91 = 1900 -

the 3t•d digit 
The lower the 

Object Number : 30 Name: Worn 1-Jan-80 0: 13 

I 
2 
3 
4 
5 '' 6 
7 
8 
9 

10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 • 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
31 
32 
33 
34 
35 
31-.J 
37 
38 
39 
41) 

41 
42 

Name: Worn 
Long Name: 

Type: Text 
Value: 

Certainty: 
Det•ivedFrom: 

Conclusion: 
Matet·i~~ls on Writing women in English literatL1re can be found on 
Level 2, in the class numbers for Amet•ican literatur·e, class number· 
810 - 819, and English literature 820 - 829. 

Individual authot•s are indicated on OF'ACS and on the shelves by 
the first 3 letters of the surname after the class number, eg. 

821.91PLA Poety of Sylvia Plath followed by criticism/biography. 

The 3rd digit requires the litet·ary fot·m eg. 

811 - American poett•y 
812 
813 -
814 
815 -
816 
817 -
BIB -

drama 
fiction 
e.•ssays 
speeches 
letters 
satit•e 
miscellanies. 

If the number following the decimal point after 
is anything other than 0, it signifies period. 
number, the earlier the period 

So: • I 1066 - 1400 
.2 1400 - 1558 
.3 1588 - 1625 
.4 1625 - 1702 
.5 1702 1745 
.6 1745 - 1800 
.7 1800 - 1837 
.8 1837 - 1900 
• 91 = 1900 -

the 3t•d digit 
The lower~ the 

I 
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Object Numbet~ : l\lame: Poe 1 J,;;.n-80 0:14 

2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 ' 17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
?' 

Name: Poe 
Long:Name: 

Type: Text 
Value: 

Certainty: 
DerivedFrom: 
Conclusion: 

Materials on Poetry in English subjects can be found on 
Level 2, Class no. 821. 
If the number following the decimal point after the third 
digit is anything other than o, it signifies period - the 
lower the number, the eat~liet~ the pet~iad. 

So: 821 .. 1 English Poett~y 1066 - 1400 
821.2 1400 1558 
821.3 1588 - 1625 
821.4 1625 - 1702 
821 .. 5 1702 1745 
821.6 1745 - 1800 
821.7 1800 1837 
821.8 1837 -· 1900 
821.91 ~ 1900 -

Object NLtmber : 32 Name: 17C 1-Jan-80 0: liJ. 
-----------------·---------------·--------------------------------------------------

2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
'I 

1(1 

11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 

Name: 17C 
LongName: 

Type: Text 
Value: 

Certainty: 
DerivedFrom: 

ConclLtsion: 
Materials on the Seventeenth Century in English literature 
can be found on Level 2, and are signified by the numbers 
.3 (1588 - 1625) and .4 (1625 - 1702) after the 3t~d digit of 
the class number. 
So: 

821.4 = Eng 1 ish Poetr~y in the Seventeenth Century. 

The 3rd digit signifies the liter~ar~y fm~m eg. 

821 En9lish poetry 
822 drama 
823 fiction 
824 
825 -
826 
827 
828 -

essays 
speeches 
letter~s 

satit•e 
miscellanies. 



- ---· 
\.. 

Object Numbet~ : 33 1\tame: 18C 
-------------···--------------------------------------·----------------------------

2 
3 
4 
5 
b 
7 
8 
9 

10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
1b 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 

Name: 18C 
Long Name: 

Type: Text 
Value: 

Certainty: 
Deri vedFrom: 

Conclusion: 
Matet''ials on the Eighteenth Cenhwy in English literature 
can be found on Level 2, and are signified by the numbers 
.5 (1702 - 1745> and .6 <1745 - 1800) after the 3rd digit of 
the class number. 
So: 

821.5 = English Poetry in the Eighteenth C~ntury. 

The 3t•d digit signifies the literary fot•m eg. 

821 English poett•y 
822 dt•ama 
823 fiction 
824 essays 
825 speeches 
826 letters 
827 satire 
828 miscellanies. 

Object NumbeL""' : 34 Name: 19C 1-Jan-80 0:15 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

10 
11 
12 

Name: 19C 
LongName: 

Type: Te}:t 
Value: 

Cet~tainty: 

DerivedFrom: 
Conclusion: 

Materials on the Nineteenth Century in English litet•ature 
can be found on Level 2, and are signified by the numbet~s 
.7 (1800 - 1837) and .8 <1837 - 1900) after the 3rd digit of 
the class number. 
So: 

13 821.7 =English Poetry in the Nineteenth Century. 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 : 

Tl1e 3t•d digit ~ignifies the litet"ary form eg. 

821 -English poetr·y 
822 - drama 
823 -
824 -
825 -
826 -
827 -
828 

fiction 
essays 
speeches 
letters 
satire 
miscellanies. 

I '3? 
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1 
2 
3 

Name: Ren 
L011gl\l,:rr.me: 

Type: Text 
4 Value: 
5 Certainty: 
6 DerivedFram: 
7 ConclLtsion: 
8 Mater~ials on Renaissance Poetry and Dt~arna can be foLtnd on 
9 Level 2, cl~.ss nLtmber~s 821.2, 821.3, 821.4 (Renaissance F'oett·y) 

10 822.2, 822.3, 822.4 (Renaissance Dt•ama) 
11 

Object Number• : 36 Name: Mod 1-Jan-80 0: 15 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 

N;::~.me: Mod 
Long~~ame: 

Type: Te>:t 
Value: 

Certainty: 
DerivedFrom: 

Conclusion: 
8 
9 ' 

Materials on Modet·n English literature can be found on Level 2, 
class numbet•s as follows: 

10 821.91 Modet~n poetr~y 

11 822.91 d1·•ama 
12 823.91 fiction 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 

824.91 
825.91 
826.91 
827.91 
828.91 

Object NLtmber : 37 

essays 
speCO!ches 
lettet•s 
satit•e 
miscellaneaLts 

Name: Shot~ 

1 Name: Shor 
2 LongName: 
3 Type: Text 
4 Value: 
5 Certainty: 
6 DerivedFrom: 
7 Conclusion: 

1-Jan-80 0:15 

8 Matet•ials on Short narrative in English litet•ature at~e found 
9 on Level 2, class nLtmbet•s 823 (fic:tion) 

10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 

824 (essays> 
825 <speeches) 
826 (letters> 
827 (satit•e) 
828 <miscellaneous writings> 

16 Following the 3rd digit with a docimal point and number signifies 
17 period. The lower the number•, the eat•lier the period eg. 
18 
19 823.4 (1625 - 1702) 
20 823.(?1 (1900 - ) 
21 

I 4-0 
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Object l\lumbet' : 1 Jan-·80 0: 16 

Name: Dred 
2 LongName: 
3 Type: Text 
4 Value: 
5 Certainty: 
6 DerivedFrr:,m: 
7 Conclusion: 
8 Materials on Dt•ama in Education at•e found on Level 2, 
9 class numbet•s 372.66 (Drama in pt•imat•y schools) 

10 375.792 (Drama in secondary schools) 
11 

Object Number : 39 Name; Teach 1-Jan-80 0:16 
-----------------------------------------------------------·----·----------------·-

2 
3 
4 ~ 

5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

10 
11 

Name: Teach 
Long Name: 

Type: Te~:t 

Value: 
Certainty: 

DerivedFt•om: 
Conclusion: 

Materials on Teaching Eng,l ish at•e found on Level 2, 
cl.,;.ss numbm•s 370 -

I 4-1 
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ub Jec:-1:; tlumbet~ : Name: Hmet'l~aJl L1t. ,;..ll ........ 

Name: American Lit. 
2 Long Name: Amet•ican Li tel·~atw~e 
3 Type: Undefined 
4 Value: 
5 Certainty: 
6 Dtet•ivedFt•c)m: 
7 ForbidUnk: 
9 IsA: english_serials 
9 MemberSlots: 

10 cl ass_nLtmbet·: 800 
11 location:Level 3 (Curt·ent> and Level 2 ([lack numbet•s) 
12 concern:American literature,Criticism,Modern literature 

Object Number : 41 Name: Contempat·ary Lit. 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

N,~me: 

Long Name: 
Type: 

Value: 
Certainty: 

Deri vedFt•am: 

Contempora1·'y Lit. 
Contemporary Literature 
Undefined 

!sA: english_serials 
Membet·Slots: 

class_number: 800 

1-Jan-80 0:16 

1(1 
11 

location:Level 3 (cL•t•rent) and Level 2 <Dack numbet•s) 
c~:->cet•n: American 1 i ter·a ture, Cri tic ism, Modern 1 i ter~ature 

Objec~ Number : 42 Name: Canadian Lit. 

2 
3 

Name: Canadian Lit. 
LongName: Canadian Literature 

Type: Undefined 
Value: 

Cer~tainty: 

Der~ivedFt•om: 

!sA: english_set•ials 
MemberS lots: 

c I ass_number: BOO 

t~-Jan-80 0: 16 

4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

1(1 
11 

location:Level 3 (current) and Level 2 (Back numbers) 
concern: Canadian 1 i ter~ature, Criticism, Modern 1 i tet•atut•e 

·~ 
Object Numb et• : 43 Name: Scottish Literary 

1 
2 
3 
4 

N~;.me: 

Long Name: 
Type: 

Value: 
5 Cer~tainty: 

6 Det•ivedFrom: 

Scottish Literary 
Scottish Literary Journal 
Undefined 

7 !sA: english_serials 
8 MemberSlots: 
9 class_number:800 

1-Jan-80 0: 16 

10 location:Level 3 (cut•rent) and Level 2 (Back numbers) 
11 c:oncet~n:Scottish literature,Criticism,Modern litet·ature 
12 

14-.::l 
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Object Number : 44 Name: Colle.'ge Er1glish 1-Jan-00 0:17 
--·- ... 000 ·--- 00, --OM---· OOo ,,, M.""' '" '" '" ·-"'- __ , ____ -· ----· '"'~ ... ---~-OM-·---------·------ •o 0-----·-·- ... ·-----0 "' -· 000 -- •-- -- --- -· ---·- OOO 

1 N~1.me: College English 
2 LongName: 
3 Type: Unde·fined 
4 Value: 
5 Certainty: 
6 DerivedFt~om: 

7 !sA: english_set~ials 
8 MemberSlots: 
9 class_number:BOO 

10 location:Level 3 <current> and Level 2 <Back numbers) 
11 cone ~-~t~n: Ct~ it i c i. sm, Mod ern 1 i ter~a tw~e, Eng 1 ish 1 i ter~a tw~e 

Object Numbet• : 45 Name: Ct•itical Sw•vey 1-Jan..:..so 0:17 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

Name: Critical Survey 
Long Name: 

Type: Undefined 
Value: 

Cet•tainty: 
DerivedFt·om: 

IsA: english_ser·ials 
MemberS lots: 

c: lass nLUnbet•: BOO 
10 
11 ' 

!Ocation:Level 3 <current) and Level 2 <Back numbers) 
concet•n: Ct~ it i c ism, 1~1odern 1 i tet•a tu re 

Object Number : 46 Name: Essays in Ct•iticism 1·-Jan·-80 0: 17 --------------------------------------------------------------------------------
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

10 
11 

Name: Essays in Criticism 
Long Name; 

Type: Undefined 
Value: 

Cet•tainty: 
Der i vedFt·am: 

IsA: english_serials 
Membet·Slots: 

class_number:800 

loc:ation:Level 3 <curt'Emt> and Level 2 <Back numbet•s) 
concern:Criticism,Modern literature 

Object NLtmbet• : 47 Name: Critical Inquiry 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Name: Critical Inquiry 

2 Longl\lame: 
3 Type: Undefined 
4 Value: 
5 Certainty: 
6 DerivedFrcm: 
7 IsA: english_ser~ials 
8 MemberSlots: 
9 c lass_number•: 800 

10 location:Level 3 <currant) and Level 2 <Back nuo~orol 
11 concern: Cri tic ism, Modet·n 1 i tet·a tu re 

I 4-3 
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ub Jec t Humber· l.lame: Diact•i t1c:s 1 J an-l:lo t•: 1 I 
------------·--·--·-·------------------------·---·-·-·------------·----··--·------------·--·-----·--

Name: Diacritics 
2 LongName:Diacritics: a t•eview of c:ontempor·ar·y criticism 
3 Type: Undefined 
4 Value: 
5 Certainty: 
6 Det•ivedl::-r•om: 
7 IsA: english_serials 
8 MemberSlots: 
9 c 1 ass,_number·: 800 

10 location:Level 3 (curt•ent) 
11 concet'n:Criticism,l•Jriting women,Modern litet•atLwe 

ObjE!c:t NumbEr : 49 Name: 18th Century Studies 1-Jan-80 0:18 
----····-·--·····--··-·--·-·------·----·-· .. ·-------------·------·---·-----------------------·-·------------

2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

10 

11 ·• 

Name: 18th Century Studies 
LongName:Eighteenth Century Studies 

Type: Undefined 
Value: 

Certainty: 
Der i vedFt·om: 

IsA: english_serials 
MemberS lots: 

c lass_numbet•: 800 
location:Level 3 <cut't'ent) and Level 2 <Back nLimbet•sl 
concern:Criticism,18th Century 

Object Number : 50 Name: English 1-Jan-80 0: 18 

2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

10 
11 
12 

N~~me: 

LongName: 
Type: 

Value: 
Certainty: 

De1·•ivedFt~om: 

English 
English, magazine of the English Association 
Undefined 

lsA: english_ser~ials 

MemberS lots: 
c lass,_number~: 800 

location:Level 3 (current) and Level 2 (Back numbet~s) 
concet•n:Ct~iticism, 17th Centw~y, 18th Century, 19th Century, 

11odern litc=ratur•e,English literatLit"e 

Object I\IL1mber : 51 Name: ~ng.Lit.Renaissance 

1 
2 
3 

Name: Eng.Lit.Renaissance 
LongName: English Liter•at•y RenaisEance 

Type: Undefined 
4 Value: 
5 Certainty: 
6 Det•ivedFt~om: 

7 lsA: english_set•ials 
8 MemberSlots: 
9 c lass_numbcr: 800 

10 location:Level 3 {cur~t"ent> and Level 2 <Back numbers) 
11 concet"ri:Criticism,Renaissance F'(Jett•y arld Dt•ama,English litet•atut"e 
12 

·y 

• 
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Ubjec:"t !\lumber' : l~ame: Enq.Lit.liistory 

Name: Eng.Lit.l~istory 1 
2 
3 

LongName: ELH, a journal of English, literary History 
Type: Undefined 

4 Value: 
5 Certainty: 
6 DerivedFrcm: 
7 IsA: english_serials 
8 MemberSlots: 
9 c: lass_numbeJ·•: 800 

10 locatian:Level 3 <cur•t•ent> 
11 conc:er·n: Critic: ism, 19th Century, 18th Centw·y, 17th Century, 
12 English literature 

Object Number• 53 Name: E.Lit.in Transition 1-Jan-80 0: 18 
----------------------·-···-------·--·---------------------------------------·----·---·--·--·-----

2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

Name: E.Lit.in Transition 
LongName: English Litet'atw•e in Tt·ansition 

Type: Undefined 
Value: 

Cet·tainty: 
Det• i vedFt·om: 

IsA: english_serials 
Member·Slots: 

c: lass_number•: 800 
10 
11 : 

loc:ation:Level 3 <c:urt•ent) and Level 2 <Back number•s) 
c:onc:et·n: Ct•i tic: ism, 19th Century, Modern 1 i ter·a tur·e, Eng 1 ish 1 i terature 

Object Number : 54 Name: Modern Lang.Studies 1-Jan-80 o': 19 
-----·-------·--------------------------------------------·--·-~-------------------------

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

10 
11 

Name: 
LongName: 

Type: 
Value: 

Certainty: 
Deri vedFt·om: 

I sA: 
MemberS lots: 

Modet•n Lang.Studies 
Fot·um fot• Modern Language 
Undef i'ned 

eng 1 i.sh_.set·ial s 

c: lass_numbet•: 800 
loc:ation:Level :5 (curt·ent) 
concern: Criticism 

Studies 

Ob jec:t Numb et• : 55 Name: Milton Quarterly 1-Jan-80 0:19 
---------------------------------------------·----------·--·----·---------------------

1 
2 
3 
4 

Name: Milton Quarterly 
LongName: Mi 1 ton Quarter•ly 

Type: Undefined 
Value: 

5 Certainty: 
6 Det•ivedFrom: 
7 IsA: english_serials 
8 MemberSlots: 
9 c:las~;_numbet•: 800 

10 location;Level 3 (current) and Level 2 (Back numbers) 
11 c:onc:ern:Ct·iticism, 18th Centw·y,Englj.sh litet•atLwe 
12 

I 4-5 
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Object Numbet~ : 56 Name: Fi:en.::nssance y ... , ._ 
---------------------------------------------------··------------------·-----·------ ! 

1 
2 
3 
4 

Name: 
Longf\lame: 

Type: 
ValLu?: 

5 Certainty: 
6 Deri vedFt•om: 

Renaissance Q'ly 
Renaissance Quarterly 
Undefined 

7 IsA: english_serials 
8 MemberSlots: 
9 class_numbet': 800 

10 location:Level 3 (current) and Level 2 <Back numbet'S) 
11 concE~rn:Ct•iticism,Henair;sanr..e Pm:"!tt··y .t:~nd Dt"<fl.ITI~ 

Object ~.Jumbet• : 57 Name; Review of E.Studies 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

Name: Review of E.Studies 
LongName: Heview of English Studies 

Type: Undefined 
Value: 

Certainty: 
DerivedFrom: 

h:oA: english_set•ials 
MemberS lots: 

class_number:BOO 

1-Jan-80 0:19 

10 
11 :· 

location:Level 3 <cur•rent) and Level 2 <Back numbers> 
concern:Criticisrn,Modern literature,English literature 

Ob jec:t Numb et~ : 58 Name: Seventecmth Ct!ntury 1-J.;m-80 0: 19 
-·--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

2 
3 

Name: Seventeenth Centut"Y 
LongN<:\me: Seventeenth CemtLwy 

Type: Undefined 
Value: 

Cer•tainty: 
Det"ivedFrom: 

I sA: engl ish_set"ials 
Membet·Slots: 

c: lass_numbet": 800 

4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

10 location:Level 3 (curt·ent) and Level 2 (E!ack numbrws) 
11 conc:ern:Criticism,17th Century 

Ob,iect !\lumber : 59 1\lame: Shakespeat·e Gl'ly 1-Jan-8') 0:20 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------~~--~-~ 

1 Name: Shakespeare Gl' 1 y 
2 LongName: Shakespeare Quat•terly 
3 Typre: Undefined 
4 Value: 
5 Certainty: 
6 : DliH"ivedFrom: 
7 IsA: english_serials 
8 MemberSlots: 
9 c lass_numbet•: 800 

10 location:Level 3 (t:Lwrent) and Level 2 (Dack numbers) 
11 concern:Criticism,17th Century 
12 

·~ 

' 
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Object Number~ : bi) 1 Jan-I::KI t_l: ,.:::t_• 
----·-------·-----·----·----------------·-·-----------------···-··-·--·--------··----···--·-----------·-· 

1 N<:':lme: Sewanee Review 
2 LongName: Sewanee Heview 
3 Type: Undefined 
4 Value: 
5 Certainty: 
6 DerivedFrom: 
7 IsA: english_serials 
8 MemberSlots: 
9 c:lass_nwnber:BOO 

10 location:Level 3 (current> and Level 2 <Back nLtmber~s> 
11 concer~n:Cr~iticism,Shot•t rlat~r~ative,Poetry 

Object Number : 61 Name: Studies in Eng.Lit 1-Jan-80 0:20 
---·----------------···-·---------··------·----····-·-------·----·------·--------------------------

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

Name: 
Long Name: 

Type: 
Value: 

Cet~tainty: 

DerivedFr·om: 

Studies in Eng.Lit 
Studie~.; in English Litel·~ature 1500- 11700 
Undefined 

!sA: english_serials 
Member·S 1 at~;: 

class_number·: BOO 
10 
11 
12 ' 

location:Level 3 (current> and Level 2 (Back numbet•s) 
ccncern:Criticism,17th Century,18th Century,19th Century, 

Renaissance Poetry and Drama, English 1 i terature 

Ob ,iect NLtmber : 62 Name: Style 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

Name: Style 
LongName: Style: Bibliographical Essays 

Type: Undefined 
Value: 

Cet·tainty: 
Deri vedt=t~om: 

!sA: english_serials 
MemberS lots: 

c lass_nLimber: 800 

1-Jan-8(1 0:20 

10 
11 

location:Level 3 (current> and Level 2 (Back numbers) 
concern:Criticism,Linguistics 

Object Number : 63 Name: Tennyson Research 1-Jan-80 0:20 
-----------------·---------------------------------------·----··--·---·------·-·--------· 

Name: Tennyson Research 
2 LongName: Tennyson Resear•ct1 Bulletin 
3 Type: Undefined 
4 Value: 
5 Certainty: 
6 DerivedFrom: 
7 !sA: english_serials 
8 Membet·Slots: 
9 c:lass_nLlmb~:?r:800 

10 location:Level 3 (current) and Level 2 <Back numbers) 
11 c:oncer•n:cr~iticism, 19th Centut•y,F'oetr·y,E.nglish litet'atut•e 
12 

.• ,t 

14-7 



\ 
"1 

Ob jec:t Numb et' : 64 Name: Victorian Poetry 

1 Name: Victorian Poetry 
2 LongName:Victorian Poetry 
3 Type: Undefined 
4 Value: 
5 Certainty: 
6 : Del'"'ivedFt'Clm~ 
7 IsA: english_ser•ials 
8 M~mberSlots: 

9 class_number:800 
10 location:Level 3 (cLtrrent> and Level 2 <Back numbers) 
11 concern:Criticism,19th Century,Poetry,English literatura 

Object Number : 65 Name: Vic.Periodicals 

2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

Name: 
LongName: 

Type: 
Value: 

Certainty: 
DerivedFrom: 

Vic.Pet•iodicals 
Victot•ian Pet·iodicals Review 
Undefined 

IsA: english_set•ials 
Membet·Slots: 

c lass_nLtmber: 800 

1-Jan-80 0:21 

10 
11 

location:Level 3 (cut•ren't) and Level 2 <Back nLtmbet•s) 
concet·n:Criticism,19th Century 

Ob,iect Number : 66 l\lame: Textual Pt•actir.:E2 1-Jan-.. ·80 b:21 ________________________________ " ____________________ " _______________ " ____ _!.. __ " _____ """-

2 
3 
4 
5 

Name: Textual Practice 
LongName: Textual Practice: Critical Essays 

Type: Undefined 
Value: 

Certainty: 
DerivedFt~om: 

!sA: engl ish .. _seri.-als 
l'1embet·Slots: 

c lass_number~: 800 

6 
7 
8 
9 

10 location:Level 3 <current) and Level 2 mack numbers) 
11 concern:Criticism 

Object NL!mber : 67 Name: F'MLA 1-Jan-80 0:21 

Name: P1'1LA 
2 LongName:Pedodical of the Modern Language Association 
3 Type: Undefined 
4 Value: 
5 Certainty: 
6 Deri vedFt·om: 
7 IsA: english_serials 
8 MemberSlots: 
9 c lass_numbet•: 800 

10 location:Level 3 (cLwt·ent> and Level 2 <Back numbet•s) 
11 concern:Criticism,Modern literature 
12 

I 4-9 
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------------------··--·-----------·------------------------·-·-·--·--------·-·--------·----·-----·---·-----
1 Name: Notes ~ Queries 
2 LongName: Notes and Gluer~ies 
.3 Typ1?: UndE!f ined 
4 ValuE!: 
5 Certainty: 
6 DerivE?dFrom: 
7 !sA: english_serials 
8 MemberSlots: 
9 class_numben 800 

10 
11 
12 

loc,-ation: Level 3 (current) and Level 2 (Back numbers) 
concern:Criticism,Fic.tion,Poetry,Drama,Writing women, 

17th Century,18th Century,19th Century,Modern literature 

Object Number : 69 Name: 19th Century Lit. 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

1\lamF-: 
LongNarn1?: 

Type: 
Value: 

Certainty: 
DerivedFt~orn: 

I sA; 
MernberSlots: 

19th Century Lit. 
Nineteenth Cen·tLtry Literatl.tre 
Undefined 

c: lass_number: 800 

1-Jan-80 0:22 

10 .. : 

11 ' 
loc.ation:Level 3 (cLlrt~ent) and Level 2 (Back numbet~s) 
conc:ern:Criticism,19th Century,English literature 

Object Number : 70 Name: New Literar~y Hist 1-Jan-80 0:22 -----·----------------------------------------·----------------------------------

2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

10 
11 

!\lame: 
LangName: 

Type: 
Value: 

Certainty: 
DerivedFrom: 

I sA: 

New Literar~y Hist 
New Li ter•at~y Histor•y 
Undefined 

eng 1 ish_set~i als 
Mernbet~Slots: 

c:lass_number: BOO 
location:Level 3 (current) and Level 2 
conc:ern:Criticism,Linguistics 

Object Number~ : 71 !\lame: Modet~n Philology 

Name: Modet~n Philology 

([-lack numbers) 

1-Jan-80 0:22 

2 
3 
4 

LongName:Modern F'hilology;r·esearch in medieval ~.o: moder~n litet·atw·e 
Type: Undefined 

Value: 
5 Certainty: 
6 Det~ivedFt•om: 

7 l!!SA: english_set~ials 
8 MemberSlots: 
9 class_number:800 

10 
11 
12 

location:Level 3 (current) and Level 2 <Back numbers) 
concet•n: Critic: ism, Modern 1 i teratLwe 

14-9 
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------···-----------------------------------------------------------------------------··-···------------------------
Name: Modern Language 

2 LangName: Modern Language Review 
3 Type: Undefined 
4 Value: 
5 Certainty: 
6 Det•ivedFt•om: 
7 !sA: english_serials 
8 MemberSlots: 
9 c: 1 ass_nLimber: 800 

10 location:Level 3 (current) and Level 2 (Back numbers) 
11 concern:Criticism,Modern literature 

Object Number : 73 Name: Modet•n Drama 1-Jan-80 0:22 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------

3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 

Name: 
Longl,lame: 

Type: Undefined 
Value: 

Cer·tainty: 
Deri vedFr·om: 

!sA: english_serials 
tvtembEwS lots: 

9 
10 
11 ., 

c lass_numbel~: 800 
locatian:Level 3 (cut•rent) and Level 2 <Dack numbers) 

c:oncet•11: Ct•i tic ism, Drama, Modern 1 i teratur·e 

Object Number· : 74 Name: Modern Fiction 1-Jan-80 0:23 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

1 
2 
3 

Name: Modet•n Fictiorl 
Long:~~ame: Moder•n Fiction Studie~s 

Type: Undefined 
ValLle: 

Certainty: 
DerivedFrom: 

!sA: english_set•ials 
MemberSlots: 

4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

10 
11 

c lass_number: 800 
location:Level 3 (curr·ent) and Level 2 (Back numbers) 
concern: Ct•i tic ism, Fiction, Moder~n 1 i teratur~e, Shor·t narr·at i ve 

Object Number : 75 Name: Huntington Library 1-Jan-80 0:23 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Name: Huntington Librar~y 
2 LongName: The Huntington Library Quarterly 
3 Type: Undefined 
4- Value: 
5 Certainty: 
6 DerivedFrc1m: 
7 IsA: english_serials 
8 MemberSlots: 
9 class_number:GOO 

10 location:Level 3 (cur~r·ent) and Lovel 2 (Back numbe1··s;) 
11 concel'n: 17th Centur·y, 18th Centw·y, 19th CentLu--y, Modet·n 1 i ter·,"::~.ture, 
12 Ct•iticism,American litet~atut•e,English liter·~>tLwe 

,• .. 
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~~:~::_:~~~~=:·--~---!.~------~=~~:-~:::_._, __________ ,_._, _______ , _________________ ~~:~.:~~-~-.-~:·:. ___ ::_~_~:~ .. ·--·--1 

1 Name: TLS 
2 LongName: Times Litef•cu~y Supplement 
3 Type: Undefined 
4 Value: 
5 Certainty: 
6 DerivedFt·om: 
7 IsA: english_serials 
8 MemberSlots: 
9 cla~;;s_number: 800 

10 loc:ation:Level 3 (c:urt•ent) and Level 2 <Back numbers) 
11 concern~Criticism,Modern literature 

Ob .iec t NumbE!I'' : 77 Name: J.of Linguistics 

2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

10 
11-: 

Name: J.af Linguistics 
LongName: Journal of Linguistics 

Type: Undefined 
Value: 

Certainty: 
Det• i vedFrom: 

IsA: english_set·ials 
l"temberSlots: 

class_numbet·: 400 
location:Level 3 (cLtr~rent) 

concern:Linguistics 
Level 2 

Ob.iec:t Numbet' : 78 Name: J.of Pragm~tics 

(back numbers) 

1-·J'"In-80 0:23 

1-J~·~n- .. 80 0:2~:. 

----------·----·------·-·-·--·-----·---------------·---.. ---------·------·-···------.. -·---·····----·-····-----··-·---- .. 

1 Name: J.of F't•agmatics 
2 LongName: Journal of Pt•agmatic:s 
3 Typ!·~= Undefined 
4 Value: 
5 Certainty: 
6 Det•i vedFrom: 
7 !sA: english_set"ials 
8 MemberSlots: 
9 c: lass_number·: 400 

10 location:Level 3 (curr•ent) Level 2 (back numbers) 
11 concern:Linguistics 

Object Number• : 79 

1 Name: 
2 Long Name: 
3 Type: 
4 Value: 
5 Certainty: 
6 DerivedFrom: 

Name: English & Media 

English & Media 
English and Media Magazine 
Undefined 

7 IsA: english_set•ials 
8 MemberSlots: 
9 class_nLtmbet·:400 

10 
11 
12 

loc,ottion:Lev~l 3 <curt·~nt) 
concern: Linguistics 

.• 
. . 

I$ I 

.• .. 

1·-Jan·-80 0:24 



-~ 

l 
I 

Ubject l\lumbe1~ : 80 Name: Langu.:.~ge 1-Jan--BU 0:2'~ 1 ________________________________________________________________________________ , 
Name: Language 1 

2 
3 

Longl\lame:Language, Jout~nal o·f the L;nguistic Society of Amer~ica 
Type: Undefined 

4 
5 
6 
7 
8 

Value: 
Certainty: 

DerivedFrom: 
IsA: english_serials 

Membet~Slots: 

9 class_number~:400 

10 
11 

location:Level 3 (CL\rt~ent) Level 2 (back numbet~s) 
concern:Linguistics 

~~~==~-~~~~=:-~---~_1_-----~=~=~-~=:~~=~=-=-=~===~-------------~=~=:=~~--~.:.=~----1 
1 Name: Language 8, Speech 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

10 
11 ·: 

LongName: 
Type: Undefined 

Value: 
Certainty: 

Det• i vedF t'om: 
IsA: english_set•ials 

MemberS lots: 
class_number:400 

locaticn:Level 3 <current> Level 2 (back numbers) 
concern: Linguistics 

Object NLtmber : 82 Name: Lang.& Society 1·-Jan-80 0:24 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

10 
11 

Name: Lang.& Society 
LangName:Language in Society 

Type: Undefined 
Value: 

Certainty: 
DerivedFt•om: 

IsA: english_serials 
MemberSlots: 

class __ nLIInber: 400 
location:Level 3 (cut•t·ent) Level 2 (back numbet•s) 
concern: Linguistics 

Object Number : 83 Name: Lang.L Style 1-Jan-80 0:24 
-------------------------------------------------------------- ------------ -----------

1 Name: Lang.& Style 
2 LongName:Language and Style 
3 Type: Undefined 
4 Vc-alue: 
5 Certainty: 
6 Det•ivedFrom: 
7 IsA: english_serials 
8 MemberSlots: 
9 c lass_numbet~: 400 

10 location:Level 3 (cUt~rent) Level 2 <back numbet~s) 

11 concern:Linguistics 
12 

\ ., 
i' 

• 

,• 
·' 



\ 

Ub ject blumbe1·~ : 84 Name: J.of Semantics 

Nam8: J.of Semantics 
2 LongName:JoLit~nal of Semantics 
3 Type: Undefined 
4 Value: 
5 Certainty: 
6 DerivedFt·om: 
7 IsA: english_set•ials 
8 MemberSlots: 
9 class_nLtmbE•t•:400 

10 location:Level 3 (current) Level 2 (back numbers) 
11 concern:Linguistics 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
'7 
8 
9 

10 
11 ·: 

85 l\lame: Scott~sh Lang. 

Name: Scottish Lang. 
LongName:Scottish Language 

Type: Undefined 
Value: 

Certclinty: 
DerivedFt•om: 

I sA: engl ish_serials 
Membet·Slots: 

class_numbei·•: 400 
location:Level 3 (current) Level 2 
concern:Linguistics 

Ob ,iect Numb et~ : 86 

(back numbet•s) 

1-Jan-80 1): 2::5 

1-Jan-80 0:25 

1-Jan-80 0:25 
--------·------------------·-------·--------------·----------------------------------·-

2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

1(> 

11 

Name: Te>:t 
Long Name: Te:·: t; Study of Di sc:out~st: 

Type: Undefined 
ValL!e: 

Certainty: 
DerivedFt'om: 

IsA: english __ serials 
Membet'Slots: 

c: lass_numbet': 400 
location: Level 3 (C:Ltt'r~ent) Level 2 (back number~s) 
c:oncern:Linguistic:s 

Object !\lumber : 87 Name: Times Highet' Ed. 1-Jan-80 1 
0:25 

----------------------------------------------------------... ~-----------··------····· 
Name: Times Higher Ed. 

2 
3 

Longl\lame:Times Higher' Educational Supplement 
Type: Undefined 

4 Value: 
5 Certainty: 
6 DerivedFrom: 
7 IsA: english_serials 
8 MemberSlots: 
9 c lass_number: 370 

10 c:oncern:Teac:hing English,Drama in EdL!c:ation 
11 location:Level 3 (Curt'ent) and Level 2 (Back numbet~s) 

15'3 



,--------------;--cccc;lb-Jc-.e-c--ct--coc-ll-<m-cbc-<-.. ~-,.-,--,=:1=8---N~a-m_e_:_·i~i"~-;-s-E-·d-.Supplement 1-J',:m·-·80 0:25 

-=:::::::-. -' 

Ne;. me: Times Ed. Sup p 1 em~:n t 
2 LongName:limes Educational Supplement 
3 Type: Undefined · 
4 Value: 
5 Certainty: 
6 0£o-t·ivedFt•om: 
7 I sA: eng 1 ish_serials 
8 MemberSlots: 
9 class_numbel~: 370 

10 concern: Teaching Eng 1 ish, Drama in Education 
11 location:Level 3 <Cut•t•ent> and Level 2 <Back numbet•s) 

·Object Numb et• : 89 Name: Use of Eng 1 ish 1-Jan-80 0:26 

2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

10 
11 • : 

Name: Use o·f English 
LrmgName: 

Type: Undefined 
Value; 

C~<!r·taint:y: 

Det•iv!~dFrom: 

I~A: english_serials 
Membet·Sl ots ~ 

c lass_number: 370 
concet•n:Teaching English,Drama in Education 

locaticm:Level 3 (Cun·ent) and Level 2 <Back numbet·s) 

Object Number : 90 Name: English in Ed. 1-Jan-80 0:26 

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------·--· 

2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

10 
11 

Name: English in Ed. 
LongName: English in Education 

Type: Undefined 
Value: 

Certainty: 
Det' i vedF t"om: 

IsA: english_serials 
Membet•Slots: 

c lass_numbEw: 370 
cr.mct:wn:Te~ching English,Drama in Education 

locaticm:Level 3 <Curr·ent> and Level 2 (Back numbet's) 

Object Number~ : 1--Jan-80 0:26 

1 Nc.~me: 

2 Lon gi•Jame: 
3 Type: 
4 Value: 
5 Cer·tainty: 
6 Deri vedFt·om: 
7 I sA: 
8 MemberSlots: 
9 concet·n: 

10 location: 
11 class _number: 

Undefined 

english_serials 

.• 
' 

15'4-
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APPENDIX 6 

SPECIFIC SOURCES RECOMMENDED BY THE SYSTEM. 

A6.1 

Current serials, level 3, class nwnber 800 (literature.) 

( * = no back nms on level 2) 

American literature 

Canadian literature 

Contemporary literature 

College English 

Critical Survey 

Essays in Criticism 

Critical Inquiry 

Diacritics: a review of contemporary criticism 

Eighteenth Century Studies 

English, magazine of the English Association 

English Literary Renaissance 

ELH, a journal of English Literary History * 

English Literature in Transition 

Forum for modem language studies • 

Milton Quarterly 

Renaissance Quarterly 

The Review of English Studies: a quarterly journal of English 

Studies 

The Seventeenth Century 

Shakespeare Quarterly 

155 



Sewanee Review 

Studies In English Literature 1500- 1900 

Style: Bibliographical Essays 

Tennyson Research Bulletin 

Victorian Poetry 

Victorian Periodicals Review 

Textual Practice: critical essays 

PMLA 

Notes and Queries 

Nineteenth Century Literature 

New Literary History 

Modern Philology (Research in Medieval and Modern Literature) 

Modem Language Review 

Modern Drama 

Modern Fiction Studies 

The Huntington Library Quarterly: Studies in English and 

American History and Literature 

Times Literary Supplement 

400 English Language and Linguistics 

Journal of Linguistics 

Journal of Pragmatics 

Journal of Semantics 

English and Media Magazine 

Language (Journal of the Linguistic Society of America) 

Language and Speech 

Language In Society 

Language and Style 

156 



Scottish Language 

Text (Study of Discourse) 

370 Education 

English in Education 

Times Educational Supplement 

Times Higher Educational Supplement 

Use of English 

A6.2 

Bibliographies and Catalogues 

a) Bibliographic sources on CD Rom. 

Books in Print Plus (US) 

Bookbank (UK) 

BNB (British National Bibliography) 

MLA (Modem Language Association of America) 

ERIC (Educational Resources Information Centre) 

The Arts and Humanities Citation Index on 

BIDS (Bath Information and Data Service) 

b) Hard copy Bibliographical sources 

Arts and Humanities Citation Index 

(Level 3, Abstract collection, class number 050 ART) 

Modem Language Association of America 

157 



(Level 3, Abstract collection, class number 800 MLA) 

National Union Catalogue 

(Level3, Reference collection, class number 015.73Lib) 

Readers' Guide to Periodicals Literature 

(Level 3, Abstract collection, class number 050 REA) 

Ulrichs' International Periodicals Directory 

(Level 3, Reference collection, class number 050 ULR) 

Wilsons' Humanities Index 

(Level 3, Abstract collection, class number 800 HUM) 

A6.3 

Reference sources 

a) Bibliographies, dictionaries, encyclopaedias and Indexes of 

English writers and their work. 

British Writers' Encyclopaedia and Index R 820.9 

The Charles Dickens Encyclopaedia (Hardwick) R 823.8 

Cumulated Fiction Index R 823.0016 CUM 

A Dictionary of Literature in the English Language R 820.3 

Grangers' Poetry Index R 808.81 IND 

New Cambridge Bibliography of English Literature R 820.16 

b) Directories 

The Writers' Directory 1992 - 94 R 808.02 WRI 

158 



c) Language reference 

The Linguistics Encyclopaedia R 410.3 

Oxford English Dictionary R 423 OXF 

159 
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